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Abstract 

The work in this thesis is primarily concerned with the enhancement of gradient coil performance in 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In MRI, gradient coils are used to produce gradient fields to spatially 

encode magnetic resonance signals. However, rapid switching on and off of the gradient coils induces 

fields and eddy currents in the human tissues and surrounding conducting structures. This thesis will 

provide novel solutions for the design of gradient coils and the reduction of eddy currents. 

Gradient switching induces electric fields in human tissue that can cause safety problems, in particular 

peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS), which limits the gradient performance such as the slew rate and 

maximum gradient strength. One approach to solve this problem is to use local insertable gradient coils 

to achieve high gradient performance over localised regions of interest (ROI) yet not trigger PNS. Head 

only coils or head and neck coils are by far the most commonly used local coils. However, due to the 

constraints of the human head and shoulder, the head gradient coils are usually designed in an asymmetric 

configuration, with the region-of-uniformity (ROU) close to the patient end of the coil. This asymmetric 

configuration leads to technical difficulties in maintaining a high gradient performance for the head coil 

inserts given the very limited space available. Therefore, in this thesis, a practical configuration of an 

insertable asymmetric gradient head coil that offers improved performance was proposed. In the proposed 

design, at the patient end, the primary and secondary coils were connected using an additional radial 

surface, thus allowing the coil conductors distributed on the flange to ensure an improvement in the coil 

performance. At the service end, the primary and shielding coils were not connected, to permit access to 

shim trays, cooling system piping, cabling, and so on. It was found that with a similar field quality in the 

ROI, the proposed coil pattern improved construction characteristics (open service end, well-distributed 

wire pattern) and offers a better coil performance (lower inductance, higher efficiency etc.) than 

conventional head coil configurations. 

Another obstacle to the advancement of MRI is the eddy currents induced in the surrounding conducting 

structures including the gradient coils themselves. The eddy currents induced in the surrounding 

conductors depend on the geometry of the conductor and the excitation waveform. These alternating fields 

caused by the switching gradient coils change the spatial profile of the current density within the coil 

tracks and surrounding coils with the applied frequencies of the input waveform and by their proximity 

to other conductors. Therefore, in this thesis, inductive coupling between coil tracks and gradient coils 

themselves was first investigated and then solutions for mitigation of the eddy current effects were 

provided. 
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First, the inductive coupling between coil tracks was studied, considering skin and proximity effects. In 

this investigation, the impact of the conductor width and the excited frequency over the parameters that 

characterise the performance of split transverse gradient coils was considered. A significant difference 

was found between the parameters calculated using filamentary coils and those obtained when the coil 

was simulated using finite size tracks. A coil with a wider track width produced superior efficiency and 

lower resistance than narrower tracks. It was demonstrated that rapidly changing current paths must be 

avoided in order to mitigate the power loss and the spatial asymmetry in the current density profile. The 

decision to use narrow or wide tracks in coils should be carefully investigated, and furthermore, a 

comprehensive temperature analysis is required that includes a detailed study of skin and proximity 

effects.  

Second, the cross-talk between gradient coils was comprehensively investigated. It was found that the 

eddy currents induced in the un-energised coils (hereby referred to as passive coils) were positively 

correlated to track width and frequency. The magnetic field induced by the eddy currents in passive coils 

with wide tracks was several times larger than that induced by eddy currents in a cryostat cold shield. The 

power loss in the passive coils increased with the track width. The performance showed a significant 

difference taking into consideration the surrounding passive coils. Therefore, intra-coil interactions 

should be included in the coil design and analysis process, otherwise calculations of the coil performance 

are likely to be inaccurate.  

Third, a novel solution was proposed for reducing the intra-coil eddy currents by applying a lamination 

technique on the coil tracks. With a slit coil configuration, the power dissipated by a passive coil with 

cuts was reduced significantly, thus reducing the total power and the impurity of the gradient field. 

Furthermore, the cutting of the coil tracks significantly improved coil performance such as the resistance, 

figure of merit (FoM), coil efficiency and so on. 

The research described in this thesis suggests that it is critical to design MRI gradient coils taking into 

consideration eddy currents, and in particular, the skin and proximity effect and intra-coil eddy currents 

have to be taken into account during the analysis of gradient coil performance. The slitting of the coil 

track and local coil design are promising techniques to provide better engineering solutions for gradient 

coil design and development in MRI. 
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1. Introduction 

 

This opening chapter outlines the technology behind magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and particularly 

discusses the challenging technical problems relevant to the existing gradient coil system with a view to 

improve the performance of the gradient coils. The technical problems and the motivation for this study 

will first be introduced in section 1.1, followed by the scope of this thesis in section 1.2. 

1.1 Research Problem and motivation  

MRI technology has developed rapidly since the 1970s and has become a powerful medical imaging 

technique. The significant technological development of MRI has been motivated by its ability to produce 

high resolution images of soft tissue contrast. MRI is a widely used imaging technique to assist in 

diagnosis of diseases or other issues with the brain or other early clinical diagnosis especially for oncology, 

cardiovascular and neurological diseases [1].  

The principal components of the MRI scanner include the main magnet, gradient coils and radio frequency 

(RF) coils. The main magnet is used to produce a homogeneous static magnetic field to stimulate the 

hydrogen protons in water within the human body to align with the field. The RF coils are applied to 

excite and receive electromagnetic signals emitted by the protons. To obtain MR images from the resonant 

radio signals detected by RF systems, gradient coils are needed to encode the positions of the signals. An 

essential part of MRI scanners, the gradient coil set plays an important role in determining how fast and 

accurately an image is obtained [1]. Gradient coils are driven by pulsed current to produce linear and 

uniform gradients in the ROI to encode spatial information. Instead of being energised all the time, 

gradient coils are switched on when required for signal collection, therefore, they are switched on and off 

rapidly. The rapid switching gradient coils generates a changing magnetic field, thus inducing an electric 

field in the human tissues and eddy currents in the surrounding conductors because of their inductive 

properties.  

The electric field induced in the human body can result in undesirable PNS [2, 3], which limits the gradient 

performance such as its strength and slew rate [4]. However, some techniques such as echo planar imaging 

(EPI) and diffusion imaging require enhanced gradient coils with rapid switching speed and high gradient 

strength to improve the imaging speed and diffusion contrast [5]. An approach to enhance gradient 

capacities without the onset of PNS is to use local gradient coils. As smaller gradient coils produce less 

magnetic flux than the whole-body coils, therefore, local coils can be switched faster than whole-body 
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coils without causing PNS [6-8]. Although local gradient coils have been demonstrated to be faster and 

more effective to achieve high performance and high gradient strength compared to the whole-body 

gradient coils [4, 9, 10], the applications of head coils have been restricted by the coil design and 

implementation [5]. Because the local gradient coils such as head coil inserts are designed to be 

asymmetric due to constraints from the dimensions of human shoulders and head, this leads to technical 

difficulties in maintaining a high gradient performance for the head coil inserts with very limited space. 

Therefore, the asymmetric gradient coil inserts need to accommodate the patient geometry as well as 

achieve coil performance.  

Eddy currents induced in the surrounding conducting materials are another deleterious effect caused by 

the rapid switching gradient coils. The time-varying gradient field produced by the switched gradient 

coils induces undesirable time-varying eddy currents in the nearby conductive materials such as cryostat, 

RF shield and the gradient coils themselves. These eddy currents result in many deleterious effects, such 

as ohmic heating, mechanical vibration and acoustic noise in conductive parts in MRI scanners [11, 12]. 

Moreover, the secondary magnetic field generated by the eddy currents leads to perturbations on the 

expected gradient field, resulting in image artefacts, ghosting, compression and other distortions [13, 14]. 

Because of the degradation effects, eddy currents are considered one of the major bottlenecks in the design 

and construction of MRI scanners [11, 15], and therefore need to be controlled as much as possible. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to predict the eddy currents, especially in the gradient coils themselves, 

because of the geometrical complexity of the coils. Moreover, the intra-coil eddy currents cannot be 

neglected due to their deleterious effects, especially when wide windings and tracks are used for power 

dissipation purposes in modern MRI scanners [16-18]. Furthermore, the intra-coil eddy currents are more 

accentuated in fast sequences, such as the aforementioned EPI. Therefore, the eddy currents induced in 

the coil tracks and in the surrounding coils need to be investigated in detail and mitigated as much as 

possible.  

1.2 Objective and scope  

As mentioned above, rapid switching of the gradient coils induces electric fields in the human body and 

eddy currents in the nearby conductors. The induced electric fields in human tissues may cause PNS, 

which can be mitigated or eliminated by the use of local gradient coils such as head coil inserts. But 

because of the constraints of the anthropometry data, the head coil inserts are usually designed to be of 

an asymmetric configuration, which degrades the coil performance. Another problem caused by the 
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switching gradient coils—eddy currents between the coil tracks and gradient coils which have been 

neglected in the previous studies. Therefore, this thesis aims to investigate the following research topics: 

 To improve electromagnetic performance of asymmetric head gradient coils: a novel and 

practical coil configuration of asymmetric head gradient coil insert will be proposed to 

offer improved performance for human brain imaging. 

 To investigate inductive coupling between coil tracks in a gradient coil system: the 

interactions between the gradient coil tracks will be theoretically/experimentally studied 

with the consideration of skin and proximity effects.  

 To study cross-talk between gradient coil sets: interaction between gradient coils will be 

investigated in detail, with the consideration of track widths and frequencies.  

 To mitigate cross-talk between coils: based upon the above electromagnetic interaction 

studies, novel engineering solutions for mitigating eddy current and system component 

coupling will be proposed. 

This thesis is made up of two major parts. The first part in Chapters 2 and 3 introduces the underlying 

principles and methods related to the research interests. Then the details of the research are presented in 

Chapters 4–7. Outlines of individual chapters are as follows:  

Chapter 2 provides some basic physical principles of MRI systems that are required to understand the 

rest of the thesis. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and its application in magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) systems is described. Then, diagrams present the hardware components of an MRI system and a 

hybrid MRI-linear accelerator (LINAC) system. Particular attention is paid to the gradient coils and the 

nature of the complex interactions of the gradient field with other conductors.  

Chapter 3 covers a mathematical characterisation of the equivalent magnetisation current (EMC) and the 

multi-layer integral method (MIM), which are engaged to design the gradient coils used in this thesis and 

to analyse the designed gradient coils.  

Chapter 4 presents a design of whole-body head gradient coil inserts using the coil design method 

mentioned in Chapter 3. Novel one-end-connect asymmetric head gradient coils will be designed and 

compared with the conventional asymmetric coils. The performance of the head coils as a function of the 

distance between the coil edges and the ROU will also be analysed.  
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Chapter 5 discusses the eddy currents between the tracks of the gradient coils in a conventional whole-

body MRI system and an MRI-LINAC system. The impact of the coil track width and the frequency on 

the coil performance taking into account skin and proximity effects for transverse gradient coils will be 

studied. The work will also compare the differences in the analyses of gradient coils using filamentary 

and finite track widths.  

Chapter 6 details the intra-coil eddy currents in terms of different track widths and frequencies. The eddy 

currents induced in the surrounding coils and cold shield will be compared to demonstrate the importance 

of the intra-coil eddy currents. The study in this chapter provides an insight into the effect of coil track 

widths on the intra-coil eddy currents in the conventional MRI scanner and MRI-LIANC system.  

Chapter 7 describes a solution for mitigating the intra-coil eddy currents studied in Chapter 6 by slitting 

the coil tracks along the direction of the current flow. The impact of the slits on the energised and 

surrounding un-energised coils will be investigated in detail. This work will provide a detailed theoretical 

analysis of the benefits of slitting the coil tracks.  

Chapter 8 draws conclusions and discusses possible future works. 
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2. Basic principles  

 

The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was first discovered by Felix Bloch 

[19] and Edward Purcell [20] independently in 1946. Magnetic resonance imaging techniques 

were developed from the original NMR phenomenon from the 1970s, when Paul Lauterbur and 

Sir Peter Mansfield employed gradients to localise the resonating nuclei to obtain the first MR 

images. This technical development has been motivated by the tremendous use MR images are 

in clinical diagnosis and treatment because of their excellent soft tissue contrast, non-ionising 

nature and the high resolution images that can be produced. MRI with powerful imaging 

capability has proven to be a reliable biomedical device in the early diagnosis of many diseases.  

To understand the research presented in this thesis, it is essential to discuss the basic physical 

principles and instrumentation of MRI. First, the phenomenon of NMR is briefly described in 

Section 2.1, followed by the formation of MR images in Section 2.2, and then the major system 

components of standard MRI systems and hybrid MRI-LINAC systems are explained in 

Section 2.3. Lastly, a full review of gradient coils, which are of essential components of MRI 

scanners, is given in Section 2.4.  

2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance  

As MRI is based on the phenomenon of NMR, to understand MRI, we first must understand 

the basic physical principles of NMR. This section outlines the basic NMR theory.  

2.1.1 Spin and Magnetisation  

In quantum mechanics, atomic nuclei consist of elementary particles like neutrons and protons 

which exhibit the intrinsic quantum property of spin, which is the fundamental property of 

nature [21]. Atoms with even numbers of neutrons and protons have zero spin. And all atoms 

with an odd number of nucleons such as 1H in water exhibit a non-zero spin with angular 

momentum. 1H in water is an ideal media particle for spin based on NMR, because water is 

the most abundant constituent of the human body.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutrons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_(physics)
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The magnetic moment of the water hydrogen is randomly oriented as shown in Figure 2.1a, 

therefore, the macroscopic magnetic moment is zero before impressing the external field. With 

the external magnetic field B0 applied, by convention in the z direction, each spinning proton 

tends to align itself with (parallel to) or against (anti-parallel to) the direction of the applied 

field B0 (Figure 2.1b).  

 

Figure 2.1 (a) The random water hydrogen protons orient in random directions resulting in a 

zero microscopic magnetic moment in the absence of the external magnetic field, (b) the 

random water hydrogen protons are parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of B0 resulting in a 

non-zero magnetic moment. 

The alignment directions are determined by the states of the protons: high energy level or and 

low energy level (Figure 2.2). The energy is related to the external magnetic field, which is 

called Zeeman energy [22]: 
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where ћ = 6.629 ×10-34 J·s is called Planck’s constant, and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (γ = 

2.657×108 s-1T-1 for 1H). From Boltzmann’s law [23], the ratio of the number of the two states 

anti-parallel and parallel can be expressed by the energy level difference ΔE: 
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where k = 1.3806 ×10-23 J·K-1 is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

At the temperature of 20℃,ΔE and kT are in the order of 10-26 and 10-21, respectively. Thus, 

Eq.(2.2) can be approximated as:  
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In thermal equilibrium, the net magnetic moments per unit volume (magnetisation M0), are 

proportional to the difference in the numbers of the nuclei in the parallel and anti- parallel 

directions [24, 25]: 
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where ρ is proton density. The net magnetisation M0 is the signal source of the MR imaging. 

As the magnetisation is proportional to the external magnetic field strength, a straightforward 

way to improve the image quality is to raise the external magnetic field strength B0 [26, 27]. 

However, there are some challenges when using a high-field MRI, such as keeping the constant 

homogeneity of B0 and ensuring patient safety [28, 29] that are difficult to realise at 7 Tesla 

and above. 

 

Figure 2.2 The energy levels caused by a static magnetic field 
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2.1.2 NMR signals  

As described in Section 2.1.1, the spinning protons tend to parallel to or anti-parallel to the 

direction of the external field B0, however, when the magnetisation of the nuclei is not perfectly 

parallel to B0, the nuclei will experience a torque, leading to their rotation around the direction 

of B0 (Figure 2.3). This is called the Larmor precession, which is expressed as ω = γB0, where 

ω is the angular velocity of the procession, and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio.  

 

Figure 2.3 (a) the nuclei spinning in the absence of an external field, (b) the spinning nuclei 

experience a toque in the presentence of the applied external magnetic field. 

When applying RF pulses at the Larmor frequency, the nuclei absorb or emit photons to change 

spin states, and the protons at low energy level absorb RF energy and transit to a high energy 

level. The oscillating electromagnetic field B1 produced by the RF excitation, which is 

perpendicular to the static magnetic field B0, will produce a torque on the net magnetisation. 

Therefore, M0 is not along the z-axis, but a spiral movement towards the transverse plane as 

shown in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4 The net magnetisation flipped by RF pulses. 

After the application of the RF pulses, all the nuclei return to their initial states, and the net 

magnetisation will recover to its original values, this process is called relaxation. After a 90° 

pulse, the net magnetisation can be decomposed into longitudinal and transverse components, 

therefore causing two types of relaxation: longitudinal relaxation (T1, also known as spin-

lattice relaxation) and transverse relaxation (T2, also known as spin-spin relaxation). The 

change in the magnetisation induces an electrical current in a nearby receiver coil (orthogonal 

to the XY plane) according to Faraday’s Law, and this current signal called a free induction 

decay (FID, Figure 2.5) signal carries all the NMR information and can be used for creating 

images.  

 

Figure 2.5 The free induced decay (FID) signal. 
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2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

The B1 field produced by the radiofrequency coils excites a volume of nuclei spins regardless 

of the positions of the nuclei in the Cartesian coordinate system. To provide the positions of 

the NMR signals to obtain the MR images, a localisation method called gradient field is 

superimposed on the uniform static magnetic field B0. The gradient field is a small linear and 

homogeneous magnetic field that is applied to ensure the total field of each spatial element is 

unique in the ROI.  

2.2.1 Gradients  

In MRI, three orthogonal linear gradient fields are applied within an ROI in order to provide 

the spatial information of the MR signals. The spatial variations are generated by a set of 

specially designed gradient coils. The z-component of the magnetic field varies linearly along 

the x, y and z directions, which are defined as:  

and z z z
dB dB dB

Gx Gy Gz
dx dy dz

  , ,   (2.5) 

where Gx (Figure 2.6a) and Gy (Figure 2.6b) are transverse gradients, which are also called 

phase encoding and frequency encoding gradients, and Gz (Figure 2.6c) is known as the 

longitude gradient and also called the slice selection gradient. The ideal gradient fields should 

be uniform along each axis in the ROI for imaging purposes.  
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Figure 2.6 Gradient field Bz in a slice, (a) x-field, (b) y-field, (c) z-field. The field is along the 

arrow direction and the length of the arrows indicate the magnitude of the magnetic field at the 

corresponding points. 
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2.2.2 Slice selection  

To excite the desired slice in MR imaging, it needs a slice-selection gradient and an RF-pulse 

applied. The imposed gradient is in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the slice [30]. If 

we assume we are selecting a slice at place z0, the gradient field is imposed on the main 

magnetic field, thus the field Bz, total = B0 + zGz, so in order to excite the slice, an RF pulse which 

is centred around ω0 = γ(B0+z0Gz) and a bandwidth of Δω = γΔzGz are needed. The particular 

RF pulse in the range of ω0 – Δω/2 < ω< ω0 + Δω/2 can only excite the nuclei in the range of 

z0 – Δz/2 < z< z0 + Δz/2, and the outside spins will not be affected by this RF pulse. It can be 

seen from Figure 2.7 that the slice thickness depends on the excitation frequency and the 

gradient strength, and to achieve a thinner slice, a narrower RF bandwidth and a stronger 

gradient strength are needed [31].  

 

Figure 2.7 Illustration of a slice selection. 

2.2.3 Frequency and Phase Encoding  

In order to determine the spatial position within the slice or between the slices, other gradients 

are needed to reconstruct the two-dimensional image of a slice and three-dimensional images 

based on a combination of successive slices. Therefore, the frequency gradient Gx is turned on 

and this gradient field varies linearly along the x-axis as shown in Figure 2.6a and is 

superimposed over the static magnetic field, thus the total magnetic field is Bz, total = B0 + xGx. 

Thus, the frequency encoding gradient can produce a one-dimension image of the selected slice 

of the subject, whereas for multidimensional localisation, multiple encoded signals are needed. 
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Since the x-gradient is turned on during the FID recording process, it is also called read-out 

gradient.  

Finally, a third gradient called a phase encoding gradient is imposed to read the signals along 

the y-direction, and is therefore called the y-gradient. Using the y-gradient, a two-dimension 

image can be reconstructed from the selected slice and three-dimensional images can be created 

using a combination of successive slices.  

2.3 The MRI scanner  

2.3.1 Standard MRI system overview  

As described previously, an external field B0 is needed for nuclei magnetisation (Section 2.1.1), 

an oscillating electromagnetic field B1 is required for transmitting and receiving signals 

(Section 2.2.2) and a gradient field is required for encoding the spatial information from the 

signals (Section 2.3) to produce MR imaging. To generate the desired fields, an MRI scanner 

employs three important components: a main magnet to produce the static magnetic field, 

gradient coils to create the gradient field and a radio frequency coil to create the radiofrequency 

(RF) field (see Figure 2.8). MRI uses the interaction between the fields and hydrogen atoms to 

produce detailed images of internal human structures. So, in terms of ionising radiation, MRI 

is safer than other imaging techniques such as x-ray, computed tomography (CT) and Positron 

Emission Tomography (PET) [1]. 

The external static magnetic field B0 is produced by permanent magnets or superconducting 

electromagnets. Permanent magnets are made of ferromagnetic materials and do not require an 

extra power supply but they are extremely bulky. Superconducting magnets are the most 

commonly used in MRI applications because the fields they produce are stronger, more 

homogenous and more stable as compared to permanent magnets. In superconducting magnets, 

the windings are immersed in liquid helium at a temperature of 4 Kelvin [32]. Therefore, there 

are usually three conductive layers called cryostat outside of the helium vessel to help to 

maintain the low temperature of the liquid helium.  

The gradient coils are used to spatially encode the positions of the signals emitted by the excited 

spinning protons. Three orthogonal linear gradient fields are created along x, y and z-directions 
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with a gradient strength in the order of tens of mT/m in a field-of-view (FOV) (shown in Figure 

2.6) for the purpose of slice selection, frequency encoding and phase encoding as described in 

section 2.2.  

The RF coils create the pulse excitation, rotate the net magnetisation and collect the signals 

emitted by the nuclei during the magnetisation recovery process. There are three types of RF 

coils: transmit only coils, receive only coils, and transmit and receive coils. The transmit coils  

generate field B1 in the FOV, which is perpendicular to the main magnetic field B0. To ensure 

the image quality, B1 should be homogeneous in the FOV at Larmor frequency. When the RF 

coil is used as a receiving coil, it must have a high signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. So the transmit 

and receive coils must produce uniform fields and at the same time maintain a high SNR.  

Y-gradient Coil

X-gradient Coil

Z-gradient Coil

Patient

Patient TableMain magnet

Radio Frequency Coil

 

Figure 2.8 A simplified MRI system with cut-away section. 

2.3.2 MRI-LINAC system  

MRI is attractive for the visualisation of both tumours and surrounding organs, as it can provide 

accurate anatomical images because of its excellent soft tissue contrast [33, 34]. Radiation 

therapy has been shown to be an effective way to kill tumours or malignant tissue; therefore, 
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integrating the equipment used for radiation therapy into an MRI scanner can provide accurate 

information about a tumour’s shape and position for accurate diagnosis and treatment.  

In radiation therapy, a linear accelerator (LINAC) is applied to deliver radiation from outside 

the body directly towards the tumour or cancer and the surrounding tissues where it is possible 

the cancer has spread. However, during the treatment process, the tumours can move with the 

movement of the human body or organs. This may lead to the tumour receiving less radiation 

than planned or the surrounding healthy tissues receiving higher doses of radiation. To provide 

the exact position of the tumours and thus improve the accuracy of the dose of radiation being 

applied, the imaging technique can be used during the treatment; this is called image-guided 

radiotherapy (IGRT) [35]. Techniques based on cone-beam or megavolt computed tomography 

(CT) [36-38], ultrasound [39, 40] and positron emission tomography (PET) scanning [41, 42] 

have presented their capabilities of IGRT. The main problem in IGRT is still the limited 

visibility of the tumour and producing real-time intrafraction imaging [43].  

Because of the advantages of its excellent soft tissue contrast, combining an MRI scanner with 

a radiation therapy LINAC system has motivated researchers to improve IGRT technology [43, 

44]. A hybrid MRI-LINAC system has the capacity to image moving tumours and direct the 

radiation beam to follow this motion and therefore continue to target the tumour throughout 

the treatment procedure. Potential advantages of the combined system on intrafractional 

tumour tracking were reported by the authors in [45, 46].  

So far, there are three types of combined MRI and LINAC apparatuses. One type mounts the 

LINAC onto an opened bi-planar MRI system, and the radiation beam is aimed through the 

space between the magnets. In another design which integrates a 1.5 T MRI and an accelerator 

[43, 47-49], the radiation beam travels through the MRI system before entering the patient, 

leading to beam attenuation and scatter, thus affecting the accuracy of the radiation therapy 

[48]. Another design compromises by splitting the magnetic resonance (MR) magnet and 

gradient coils into two halves to allow the insertion of the accelerator [44, 50-53], and 

consequently the radiation beam can travel through the gap between the halves or in the bore 

of the MRI scanner as shown in Figure 2.9. However, splitting the MRI system creates 

challenges in regard to the performance of the magnet and gradient coils, especially the gradient 

coils which will be covered in more detail in Section 2.4 [54].  
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Figure 2.9 Schematic representation of the MRI-LINAC system, (a) the treatment beam aligned 

with main magnet B0, (b) the LINAC is perpendicular to B0.  

2.4 Gradient coils  

2.4.1 Introduction to gradient coils 

As an important part of MRI, gradient coils provide spatial encoding to the nuclear magnetic 

resonance signals emitted from magnetised hydrogen protons in human tissues. They also play 

an important role in determining how fast and accurately an image is obtained. In order to 

generate a linear gradient field as described in Section 2.2.1, gradient coils are appropriately 

arranged conductors carrying passing electric current. Gradient coils are usually made of 

copper sheets wound around the surface of a cylinder and casted in epoxy resins [55]. The 

copper sheets are etched with an appropriate pattern such as strips, circular loops, arcs and their 

combinations, with track width varying from a few millimetres to a few centimetres. 

Gradient coils are driven by electric current to produce the three orthogonal gradient fields as 

shown in Figure 2.6. The transverse gradients Gx and Gy are produced by the transverse x and 

y-gradient coils. The y-gradient coil can be obtained by rotating the x-coil by 90° along the z-

axis. The longitude gradient field is produced by the longitude z-coil (Figure 2.10). 

app:ds:hydrogen
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Figure 2.10 Conventional gradient coil patterns, (a) x-coil, (b) y-coil, (c) z-coil. 

2.4.2 Split gradient coils 

As described in Section 2.3.2, combining an MRI system and a LINAC system can provide 

IGRT in real-time during the treatment of the tumours. However, in an MRI-LINAC system, 

the gradient coils have to be split into two halves to accommodate the human body or the 

LINAC system [50, 53]. This precludes the use of conventional cylindrical gradient coils and 

the performance of the coils is inevitable reduced [56]. For instance, in splitting gradient coils, 

high wire density is needed in the central region to maintain the gradient strength, thus the 

stored magnetic energy produced by the coil increases with the central gap [57]. A high current 

must be applied to maintain the gradient strength and that requires more powerful amplifiers. 

High wire density and current density can potentially produce hot spots in the coils [50].  

For example, in the traditional split whole-body gradient coils designed to minimise the 

force/torque exerted by the magnetic fields and to minimise the eddy currents, the current 

density was found to be higher and the coil efficiency lower than for the conventional non-split 

coils [50, 56]. In order to reduce the performance loss, some designs use a three-dimensional 

(3D) coil that connects the primary coil and the secondary coils using an additional annular 

surface. The additional surface allows the wire paths to link the inner and outer cylindrical 

surfaces and provide extra contribution to the magnetic field, thus improving the coil 

performance [58-60].  

Some split gradient coils connect the primary and secondary coils at the ends further from the 

ROI to reduce the eddy currents induced by the radial connection [61, 62]. To further improve 

coil performance, some split gradient coils are designed to add additional surface area close to 

the central gap (shown as Figure 2.11). The comparison result of the split gradient coils and 

conventional coils shows that splitting the gradient coils does not have significant influence on 
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the longitudinal coils, as the z-coil naturally has a low current density close to the central area 

(shown as Figure 2.10c) [56]. On the contrary, the performance of the transverse coils are 

significantly affected by the split configuration and the performance of the gradient coils tends 

to decrease with increments of the gap size [62]. Moreover, the eddy currents produced by the 

split gradient coils are amplified by the split configuration [62]. Therefore, the split gradient 

coils need to be designed carefully to meet performance requirements and the eddy currents 

induced by the split coils need to be investigated and mitigated.  

 

Figure 2.11 Split gradient coil, (a) x-coil, (b) z-coil. 

2.4.3 Insert gradient coils 

There are many MRI applications focusing on specific anatomical regions of interest to 

improve gradient system performance. In modern MRI, diffusion weighted EPI and other 

advanced imaging approaches require rapid switching of the gradient coils [63]; however, 

whole-body gradient coils cannot switch fast enough for diffusion encoding because of the 

limitations in slew rate and maximum gradient strength to avoid PNS [2, 9, 64, 65].  

One approach to improve performance and gradient strength as well as to solve PNS issues is 

to use local gradient coils, as in smaller gradient coils, coil wires are placed closer to the ROI 

can increase coil performance [4, 66]. Local gradient coils do not need high-voltage amplifiers 

as do whole-body gradient systems at high gradient strength and fast switching speed. Local 

gradient coils generate a smaller magnetic flux, so they can switch faster than whole-body 

gradient coils without the onset of PNS. Therefore, the insert gradient coils can be used for 

high-performance diffusion imaging over a specified organ such as a brain, breast, knee and so 

on.  
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The most common gradient insert system is local head only or head and neck gradient coils. 

Head gradient coils have demonstrated their fast switching speed and high performance [67-

69]. Because of the utility of the echo-planar and diffusion imaging in the brain, some 

commercial head gradient coil inserts have been implemented in whole-body MRI scanners 

and some head only gradient coils have been built specifically for brain imaging [70-72].  

Head gradient coils are usually built as asymmetric coils due to the anatomical constraints 

imposed by the human head and shoulders and also the MRI scanner bore. This asymmetric 

configuration reduces coil performance. Therefore, to keep the field uniformity in the ROU, 

the ROU was designed to be relatively small in some early designs [5, 10, 69, 73]. In [74], a 

coil with a 26 cm ROU was designed for whole head coverage in a head only scanner, the inner 

bore of the head only gradient coils was designed to be large to maximise the shoulder insertion 

length. In spite of this, the gradient coil inserts still have their advantages because their 

integration with the resonator module and magnet reduces the upfront cost of the system. 

However, the gradient coil inserts need to be designed carefully to meet the stringent 

requirements for coil performance and the anthropometric data of the shoulders and head [75].  

2.4.4 Coil performance 

The gradient coil design poses a complex electromagnetic inverse problem. During the design 

process, several important aspects must be considered such as the linear gradient field (as 

described in Section 2.2.1), low stored magnetic energy, minimal torque/force, low resistance, 

and minimal inductive interaction with conductive surrounding structures [76, 77]. Low 

magnetic energy is required in order to quickly switch coils on and off to obtain images in a 

short period of time. Lower power loss and high dissipation are required for fast current 

sequences such as EPI [78], therefore, coils with low resistance are needed in order to exploit 

the duty cycle. These parameters are also factors used to evaluate the quality of the gradient 

coils. The performance of a gradient coil can be evaluated by looking at the following aspects:  

Field error: ideally, the gradient field produced by the gradient coil should be linear in the 

ROU, otherwise, the excited nuclei may not belong to the selected slice, resulting in image 

distortion or even complete organs appearing in the wrong position. Thus, it is necessary to 

assess the accuracy of the gradient field. One of the most popular parameters used to do this is 

gradient field error, which is defined as [79]: 
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where Bz(r)   is the gradient field produced at the target points in an ROU and  rt

z
B  is the 

target field at the same point, and max( )| |
t

z
B is the maximum value of ( )t

z
B r in the ROU. 

Stray fields: The gradient coils generate magnetic fields inside and outside of the coil, and the 

external field produces eddy currents in the surrounding conductors, which affects the expected 

field produced by the coil. Therefore, the stray field must be as small as possible to protect 

gradient linearity and reduce eddy currents.  

Field leakage ratio or shielding ratio: In the defined diameter spherical volume (DSV), a 

secondary magnetic field is created by the eddy currents in the surrounding conductors. To 

evaluate the secondary magnetic field, a leakage field ratio is defined as the ratio of the 

maximum absolute z-component of the secondary magnetic field and the field generated by the 

energised gradient coil.  
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Field linearity: To further evaluate the gradient linearity of the secondary magnetic field, the 

linear regression is used to fit the secondary magnetic field to a linear model, where the gradient 

offset and r2 reflect the linearity of the field. r2 is the coefficient of determination and the closer 

r2 is to the value 1, the better the model can predict the data. 

Inductance and resistance: The switching speed of the gradient coils is related to the coil 

inductance and to reduce the switching speed, the coil inductance should be as small as possible 

[80]. Because the relaxation time is the time ( τ 
L

R
  where L is inductance and R is resistance) 

it takes for the current to rise to 63% of its full value. Therefore, a small inductance can reduce 

the rise time, while at the same time, the resistance must be kept small to limit power dissipation 

in the coil. 

Figure of merit (FoM): FoM is another useful performance parameter used to measure the 

quality of the coil [81, 82] and is defined as:  
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Where η is coil efficiency, defined as the ratio of the gradient and current (the coil efficiency 

is sometimes referred to as coil sensitivity; a gradient coil with high efficiency produces a 

larger gradient by unit of current). FoM is a parameter that is dependent on the number of turns 

of the gradient coil. The FoM is useful because of the gradient power amplifier to supply the 

required voltage.  
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Where P is the power of the amplifier, G is the field gradient and τ is the rise time. P is 

proportional to the 
1

 FoM
  , which implies that if the gradient coil is designed with a high FoM, 

a lower power requirement is needed for the gradient amplifier. Another often used FoM is 

merit of resistance (η2/R), where the larger the η2/R of a gradient coil, the less heat dissipates 

from the coil [83].  

A gradient coil of high quality should have uniform gradient homogeneity, low inductance and 

resistance, high efficiency, low power dissipation, high FoMs and a small stray field. So, the 

gradient coil design process is a trade-off between these parameters.  

2.4.5 Eddy currents 

In previous sections, some important concerns have been discussed during the gradient coil 

design process, however, these parameters are not the only concerns in coil design. Another 

major concern is eddy currents induced in the surrounding conductors by the switching of the 

gradient coils. In MRI applications, due to the high electric current and fast switching speed in 

the gradient coils, a time-varying electrical field is induced in the conductive surrounding 

structures according to Faraday’s Law. Therefore, eddy currents are inevitably induced in the 

conductors of MRI scanners including the gradient coils themselves and their surroundings. 

Eddy currents produce a secondary magnetic field that opposes the field produced by the 

gradient coils thus deteriorating the linearity and producing distortion and artefacts in the 

reconstructed images [84]. Moreover, eddy currents lead to energy loss, mechanical vibration 
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and consequent acoustic noise, and Joule power deposition in conductive parts of MRI scanners 

[76, 85-87]. Eddy currents may deteriorate the coil performance in terms of power loss when 

very fast pulse sequences such as EPI are used [88]. Due to the inductive coupling between 

coils and surroundings, where the surroundings could be the radiofrequency shield, magnet 

cryostat or other devices that are part of the MRI scanner, a possible lengthening of the coil 

rise time may occur. The induction of eddy currents is one of the main causes of cross-talk 

between the gradient coils and hybrid components in MRI scanners [89].  

Several solutions have been developed to mitigate the deleterious effects of eddy currents. One 

solution is to employ a higher current or modulated waveform to compensate the desired 

current and magnetic field [90, 91], a technique known as pre-emphasis. However, eddy 

currents are still induced in the surrounding conductors. Passive shielding has been used to 

mitigate the induction of currents in the surrounding structures containing the superconductive 

magnet [92]. This approach places a thick copper cylinder between gradient coils and other 

conductors to reduce the field leaked outside of the shield [92]. However, for passive shielding 

to be effective it requires a very thick wall or chilled superconductor metal to dissipate the 

current flux through the thickness of the wall [92]. This solution is impractical and expensive. 

A better solution is to employ active shielding [93], whereby the gradient coils are designed as 

two sets of coils with a different size radius. The inner coil is usually called the primary coil 

and the outer one, the secondary coil or shield coil [94]. The primary coil mainly produces the 

desired gradient field while the secondary coil is employed to cancel out the field leaked by the 

primary coil outside of the shielding (see Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11).  

Although active shielding is a widely used and relatively successful solution, eddy currents 

induced in the gradient coils and the surroundings still persist as a problem to overcome in the 

new era of highly demanding MRI experiments [95]. Rapid pulse sequences usually produce 

an accumulation of eddy currents in surrounding conductors while increasing possible drift in 

the B0 central frequency due to the additional heat generated by the eddy currents in the gradient 

coils [95]. Therefore, understanding and mitigating the undesired effects of the eddy currents 

in MRI is of paramount importance for MRI scanners. 

Several methods have been proposed to understand and mitigate eddy current effects induced 

by gradient coils. Finite element (FEM) and finite difference time domain (FDTD) methods 
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have been developed to calculate eddy currents at the cost of massive computer calculations 

and inaccurate handling of complex boundary conditions [63, 96]. The boundary element 

method (BEM) discretises active parts only while avoiding simulating the air [97]. The network 

methods based on a semi-analytical solution of the diffusion equation of the eddy currents in 

thick cylinders and the multi-layer integral method (MIM) have been employed to simulate 

eddy current phenomena in irregular geometries induced by gradient coils of arbitrary 

geometry [77, 98]. Based on the MIM described in Chapter 3, the work in chapter 5 to chapter 

7 of this thesis studies the skin and proximity effects in the coil tracks and the coupling 

interactions between the gradient coils.  
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3. Electromagnetic design and modelling methods  

 

In this chapter, the electromagnetic methodologies used in the thesis will be described. The 

gradient coil design method used to design the head coils, and conventional and split coils will 

be presented in Section 3.1. The designed coils will be analysed and evaluated using the method 

described in Section 3.2.  

3.1 Coil design method 

3.1.1 Physical problem 

The equivalent magnetisation current (EMC) method is used to design the head coils in Chapter 

4, and conventional coil and split actively shielded gradient coils in Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 

[99]. In the EMC coil design process, the arbitrary geometry of the thin volume is discretised 

to triangles [66, 99]; it assumes that the current flows through a thin volume Ω with a thickness 

of h and a surface of S, as shown in Figure 3.1.  

x

z

y

Bz(r)

r

r'

n

 

Figure 3.1 Illustration of the geometry model.  
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The purpose of the gradient coil design is to find the optimal current distribution to guarantee 

a uniform gradient field in the ROI. Moreover, the magnetic energy needs to be low, which 

implies a minimisation of the total inductance of the coil as described in Section 2.4.4. In 

addition, the average power loss and the torque need be minimised as well. Therefore, the cost 

function   can be expressed as:  

2

z x x y z
( )[B ( )-B ( )] ( T T + T )r r r

t

j j z j k k ky k kz k

j k

W W P             (3.1) 

3.1.2 Discretising the problem 

On surface S, assuming magnetic quasi-static approximation, the current density is solenoidal 

(div-free), making the use of a vector potential possible: 

 0J TJ      (3.2) 

Where T is the electric vector potential. The study is restricted to the case when S can be 

approximated by 2D curved surfaces, i.e. the current density lies on these surfaces. In this case 

the vector potential can be represented as the scalar stream function  : 

 T n   (3.3) 

Where n is the unit normal to the current density plane Figure 3.2. When S is discretised by 

planar patches (triangles or quadrilaterals shown as in Figure 3.1), the stream function can be 

expanded by nodal basis functions 𝜆k : 

 
k k

k

    (3.4) 

where k
  are the values of the stream function at the mesh nodes. The current density in the 

generic triangle can be interpolated by means of Eq.(3.5): 
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Figure 3.2 Node k and corresponding nodal function λk and edge vector ek. Note that the 

direction of the edge is associated with the orthogonal unit normal n according to the right-

hand rule. 

In the case of triangular discretisation (see [100]):  

 
k

( ) = 
2

k

e
f n

A

a k

a
   (3.6) 

ek is associated with the orthogonal unit normal n according to the right-hand rule and Aα is 

the triangle area.  

3.1.3 Computational issues 

A magnetic field B is calculated as the curl of the magnetic vector potential A:  

 B A   (3.7) 

According to Ampere’s Law: 

 0
B J    (3.8) 

where 0
 is the permeability of the free space. Substituting Eq.(3.7) with Eq.(3.8), it becomes: 

 0
A J    (3.9) 

Using the identity: 

 
2 ( )A A A      (3.10) 

Because of the Coulomb’s gauge, 0A   and combing Eq.(3.9) and Eq.(3.10), it becomes: 

κ 

𝒇𝑘  
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The solution of Eq.(3.11) is:  
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The magnetic vector potential in Eq.(3.12) can be expressed by the discretised surface current 

density in Eq.(3.5):  
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From Eq.(3.7) and (3.13), the magnetic flux density generated by the current-carrying surface 

S can be calculated from the stream function vector  : 
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If only the z-component is considered, Eq.(3.14) becomes: 
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Where  
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The stored magnetic energy is defined as: 
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The inductive coupling terms are: 
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Re-expressing Eq.(3.17) using the inductance calculated in Eq.(3.18) yields (Eq.18 in [101]): 
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The power dissipated in the coil domain P can be expressed as:  
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Where t is the thickness of the conducting layer and ρ is the resistivity of the conducting 

material. If the nodes share no triangles then Rij = 0, but if two nodes share the same triangle, 

the resistive coupling is defined as: 
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   (3.21) 

Re-expressing Eq.(3.20) using the resistance in Eq.(3.21), the electric power loss can be: 
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The torque because of the external magnetic field ( )
0

B r' is given by:  

 ( ) ( )dS
0

r J r B r
S

T ' '     (3.23) 

Since 0
( )B r' is parallel to the z-axis, then Eq.(3.23) can be discomposed into equations: 
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Thus, from Eq.(3.15), Eq.(3.19), Eq.(3.22), Eq.(3.24), each component in the object function 

Eq.(3.1): the gradient field 
z

B ( )r
j

, inductance L, resistance R, stored energy W, power loss P, 

torque Tx, Ty and Tz can be expressed by the steam function  , which is the only unknown 

value and can be solved by quadratic equations [79].  
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3.2 Multi-layer Integral Method  

3.2.1 Physical problem  

The multi-layer integral method (MIM) was used for eddy current simulations and to analyse 

inductive interaction between the gradient coil and surrounding metallic conductors [77]. The 

unbounded 3D domain is subdivided into three complementary regions: 

 the source domain s
Ω  with imposed currents 𝑖𝑠 , e.g. filamentary coils with known 

currents; 

 the domain where eddy currents are induced with finite conductivity σ, including 

coils with unknown current distribution, e.g. tracks; 

 the nonconductive ( σ = 0 Sm−1 ) domain 0
Ω , rigorously accounted by Green’s 

formula in the integral formulation. 
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Figure 3.3 Domain division: sources Ωs, eddy currents Ω and nonconductive region Ω0. 

The purpose of MIM was to calculate the current density distribution in 𝛺s and the eddy current 

profile in the surrounding structure Ω.  

3.2.2 Computational issues  

From Maxwell’s equations, the electric field in the frequency domain can be expressed as: 

 E Ajw      (3.26) 

where  is the electric scalar potential and w is the angular frequency. The non-retarded 

magnetic vector potential is expressed in terms of Green’s function: 
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where r is the vector pointing to the source point, r is the vector pointing to the field point and 

As(r) is the magnetic vector potential due to the known sources in Ωs. 

With Eq.(3.27) and the constitutive equation E = ρJ, Eq.(3.26) becomes: 
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Now the Galerkin scheme limited to the triangle α is applied to Eq.(3.28), using Eq.(3.6) as 

weights. For each node of the mesh: 
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The last term of including   vanishes from Eq.2 in [102]. When Jα is expanded by means of 

Eq.(3.6) and the resistance coupling between the adjacent nodes in Eq.(3.21), Eq.(3.29) is: 
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Both j and k refer to the nodes of the triangle α, giving rise to a local coupling (limited to 

triangles sharing the same common node) of the resistive terms. 

In the second integral of Eq.(3.29), the coupling inductance is calculated as Eq.(3.18), and the 

integration over the conductive domain is split into the elementary patches Ωβ of the mesh Ω =

Ωβ: 
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Finally, the source term in Eq.(3.29) is: 

 d d =f As f As
j j s, j

jw jw jwa

  

        (3.32) 

The Galerkin equation Eq.(3.29) is referred to the jth node of triangle α. By looping over the 

mesh elements, the same node can appear many times. In this case, the corresponding terms 

are summed up, giving rise to a global N×N system, where N is the number of mesh nodes: 

 ( + ) = 
s

R L αjw jw   (3.33) 

The integral in Eq.(3.21) is singular but can be effectively and efficiently calculated using 

analytical formulas [103, 104]. The double integral in Eq.(3.18) is calculated by combining 

analytical and numerical quadrature [105], even though analytical formulas exist for the double 

self-integral [106, 107]. A numerical quadrature is used to solve Eq.(3.32) because of the 

unknown spatial distribution of the magnetic vector potential of the sources As. 

3.2.3 Boundary conditions 

The stream function is not univocally defined. In a general 3D domain, from Eq.(3.2) a gradient 

of an arbitrary scalar function can be added to the electric vector potential T without affecting 

the physical quantity J. With the layer approximation and the use of the stream function ψ, this 

condition is relaxed and the stream function is unaffected if a constant is added. In order to 

guarantee the uniqueness of the solution (mandatory when using direct solvers, optional if 

iterative ones) the stream function must be specified in one arbitrary node for each independent 

structure. To correctly apply the boundary conditions, it is important to first understand the 

physical meaning of the stream function ψ in the layered formulation: the difference between 

stream functions between two points is the total current through every line connecting those 

two points.  
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Figure 3.4: Example of domain Ω with distinction between the inner and outer boundaries. One 

is arbitrarily set to zero, the other is unknown. 

To enforce the fact that the current must lie inside the domain Ω, nodes belonging to the same 

boundary are characterised by the same value of the stream function. In this way, the current 

cannot cross the boundary. In general, the value of the boundary stream function is unknown. 

Different boundaries of the same structure are characterised by different values of the stream 

function (see Figure 3.4), otherwise the total net current will be set to zero. It is easy (but not 

mandatory) to set the stream function of one boundary to zero, in order to simultaneously fulfil 

the uniqueness requirement.  

When dealing with structures with known total current, e.g. the tracks of Figure 3.5, but 

unknown current distribution through the structure width, the boundary values must be 

carefully set in order to obtain the desired behaviour. In this case, one boundary is set to zero 

and the other to the total current, taking care of the current orientation. 
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Figure 3.5: Example of a complex track and boundary identification. Blue dots represent nodes 

where the stream function is set to zero, whereas at red nodes the stream function is set equal 

to the total current. Note that the only requirement is the difference between the stream function 

values.  

The MIM described in this section has advantages in calculating the induced eddy currents in 

arbitrary thin volumes [108]. This method was extended to calculate the current distribution in 

the gradient coils themselves in Chapter 5, the eddy current profile in surrounding gradient 

coils in Chapter 6 and the current density distribution in the coils after slitting the coil tracks 

by carefully setting the boundary conditions in Chapter 7.  
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4. An improved asymmetric head gradient coil design  

 

As described in Section 2.4.2, head gradient coil inserts improve gradient strength and performance and 

support fast switching, therefore, enabling rapid brain imaging. However, the head gradient coils are usually 

designed to be of asymmetric geometry because of the constraints of human shoulders and head, and this 

design degrades the coil performance. In this chapter, a novel coil model will be proposed to improve the 

coil performance for high-resolution imaging.  

This chapter is largely based on the journal article “An improved asymmetric gradient coil design for high-

resolution MRI head imaging” under review by the journal Physics in Medicine and Biology. The research 

presented in this chapter aims to improve the performance of the asymmetric head gradient coils. Editing has 

been mainly carried out in the introduction for the best coherence with other chapters. 
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4.1 Introduction 

In modern magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), high-strength and high performance gradient coils are desired 

to improve image quality and imaging speed for diffusion-weighted imaging, echo planar imaging (EPI), and 

other advanced imaging protocols [8, 109, 110]. Gradient coils with a high gradient strength can improve the 

diffusion contrast in diffusion imaging, shorten the echo time and enable high resolution EPI images [111, 

112]. The gradient coils should have a minimum inductance for a given target gradient strength to ensure 

rapid switching capability [81] .  

 

One approach for improving the gradient coil performance is to use local gradient coils. Smaller gradient 

coils can generate a high gradient strength, meanwhile decreasing the inductance and improving switching 

speeds. The voltage applied can be smaller to produce the  desired gradient strength than the whole-body coil, 

because the whole-body coil requires more powerful and expensive gradient amplifiers [113]. In addition, 

local gradient coils dissipate less power and minimize the stored energy.  

 

http://radiopaedia.org/articles/echo-planar-imaging-1
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A number of local gradient coils have been designed for head imaging. For example, Alsop et al. proposed a 

torque-balanced asymmetric head coil using a modified singular value decomposition algorithm [5]. Chronik 

et al. developed a three-axis edge coil for head and neck imaging using an analytic method [10]. Tomasi et 

al. considered an asymmetric coil that matched the region-of-uniformity (ROU) and homogeneous-gradient-

volume (HGV) using a fast simulated annealing approach [114]. Handler et al. devised a new insertable head 

gradient coil in combination with whole-body coils using novel cooling methods [115]. Crozier et. al. 

designed an asymmetric gradient set for a compact superconducting MRI magnet for head and neck imaging 

[6]. Jean-Baptiste developed a force and torque balanced gradient coil  to constrain individual harmonics of 

the field produced by the gradient coil and eddy currents in a specialty 3T head only magnet [74, 75].  

  

Head gradient coils are usually designed to be asymmetric for the accommodation of the human head and 

shoulders, with the ROU being located close to one edge of the gradient coil instead of the centre[116]. 

However, the performance of the local gradient coils is frequently hampered by the asymmetric geometry. In 

addition, the head gradient coil needs to be designed with a diameter larger than 30 cm, taking into account 

the size of the human head and RF assembly. The length-to-diameter ratio of the coil needs be larger than 

1.5 to obtain a target gradient uniformity [114]. Thus, the space available for the coil is limited and 

conventional designs offer compromises in field linearity, inductance and resistance and other parameters. In 

this paper, we provide a new design in an effort to resolve some of these engineering challenges.  

 

In compact gradient coil designs, it is advantageous to make a connection between the primary and shielding 

layers near the coil ends. Improved performance has been shown for ultra-short whole-body gradient coils, 

where coils are connected at both the patient and service ends. Benefiting from this connected structural 

design, the gradient sensitivity could be improved by 10–15% [58], and save up to 50% of space compared 

to a conventional coil design. This reduces the localized regions of Joule heating in the coil and allows the 

design of coils easier to manufacture. The stored magnetic energy also could be significantly reduced, 

because the current directly flows off the primary to the secondary coil [59]. However, apart from the 

excellent electromagnetic performance, this coil design also introduces difficult engineering constraints. In a 

practical gradient coil layout, a certain space between the primary and secondary coils is maintained for 

passive shimming components and cooling pipes. A free and unhindered access to the shims and pipes is 

necessary. With the both-ends-connected coils, however, inserting shims is difficult owing to the wires on 
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the flange. Poole et al. [117] proposed designing coils with bunches of equally-spaced windings without 

taking up all the surfaces on the flange. This method may increase the complexity of the mechanical structure 

and bring challenges in the arrangement of the inlet/outlets of the coil cooling system and power cable wiring. 

 

In this work, we proposed a novel design for an asymmetric gradient coil for head imaging [118]. Considering 

the above-mentioned structural constraints, the new design connected the primary and secondary coils at only 

the patient end, with the service end being left open. Connecting the patient end of the coil made a significant 

contribution to the field generation owing to the non-centred ROU and the extra current flow on the flange. 

This improved the performance of the asymmetric coil and sparsely-spaced wires compared to the 

conventional (un-connected) head coil. In this paper, the asymmetric patient end connected coils were studied 

and compared with the conventional designs.  

4.2 Method 

4.2.1 Coil design method 

The gradient coil design process is to find the optimal current distribution to achieve the expected magnetic 

field in the ROU, at the same time improving the coil performance, such as reducing the stored energy, the 

power loss in the coil and the eddy currents in the surrounding. [55, 66, 119]. Here, the optimization problem 

can be expressed as follows: 

 
: ?

:| | ,| | | |
t t s t

z z z z z

Minimize W P

Subject to B B B B B

 

 



  
  (4.1) 

where W is the stored energy and P is the average power loss in the coil structure, respectively. α and β are 

the optimization weighting factors for stored energy and power loss. 𝐵𝑧
𝑡 is the z-component of the target 

magnetic field at the point within an ROU and 𝐵𝑧 is the designed field at the corresponding target points. The 

error weighting factor, ε, predicts the accuracy of the designed field. The 𝐵𝑧
𝑠 is the secondary magnetic field 

generated in the ROU by the eddy currents in the secondary cold shield of the cryostat (the outmost layer in 

Figure 4.1), which should be smaller than the 𝜂| 𝐵𝑧
𝑡|.   

The stored energy W and the power loss P in Eq.1 can be calculated from the stream function 𝜓 as in Eq.(4.2)

and Eq.(4.3), where L is the inductance matrix and R is the resistance matrix.  
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TW L    (4.2) 

 
TP R    (4.3) 

The inductance L, resistance R, designed field 𝐵𝑧 and the secondary field 𝐵𝑧
𝑠 are parameterized by the stream 

function values 𝜓. The stream function values can be obtained by solving Eq.(4.1) using the Quadratic 

Programming Approach [99, 120].  

4.2.2 Coil models 

Figure 4.1 shows a cross-sectional drawing of the head MRI scanner to study different head models. The 

ROU was an oblate spheroid featured with a 24×24×22 cm ROU. The gradient coils were asymmetric coils 

(the ROU was close to the patient end of the head gradient coils) shown in the shaded boxes in Figure 4.1. 

The primary and secondary x-coils were designed with diameters of 33.6 cm and 55.8 cm, respectively, while 

the z-coils were designed with diameters of 35.6 cm and 53.8 cm, respectively. The details of the transverse 

x-coil and longitude z-coil are shown in Table 4.1.  

z
ρ

x-primary coil

x-secondary coil

ROU

Warm bore

First cold shield

d 33.6 cm 55.8 cm24 cm

22 cm

Secondary cold shield

 

Figure 4.1 Cross-sectional scale drawing of the cryostat and gradient structures 

To study the performance of the connected coil, four variants of the coils were designed and compared in 

this study. 
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(1) Separated short shield coil: the primary and shield coils were separated, Lp = Ls, where Lp and Ls were 

the length of the primary and secondary coil, respectively (Figure 4.2a). 

(2) Separated long shield coil: the primary and shield coils were separated, Lp < Ls (Figure 4.2b). 

(3) Connected short shield coil: the primary and shield coils were connected by a radial connected flange 

at the end close to the ROU, Lp = Ls (Figure 4.2c). 

(4) Connected long shield coil: the primary and shield coils were connected, Lp < Ls (Figure 4.2d).  

 

Figure 4.2. Schematic geometry of the asymmetric head coils, (a) separated short shield coil, (b) separated 

long shield coil, (c) connected short shield coil and, (d) connected long shield coil 

To compare the four coil models and study the impacts of the distance between the ROU centre and the edge 

of the coil, the distance d (shown in Figure 4.1) between the coil edge and ROU edge varies from 0 to 10 cm. 

All the separated and connected head coils were designed to produce a target gradient strength of 60 mT/m. 

The value of ε was set to 5% and weighting factors α and β were both set as 1 for all the coils, η was set as 

0.2% for the transverse coils and 1% for the longitudinal coils in the paper. The minimum gap between the 
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wires was constrained to be 1 mm and the track width was 3 mm for both the transverse and longitudinal 

coils designed with four variants of head coil structures.  

The geometry of the connected shield coil was discretised with 7400 nodes and 14256 triangles. The gradient 

coil optimization was undertaken using Matlab 2015a, and the design can be completed in 10 minutes on a 

computer equipped with Intel Core i7-3770CPU and 16 G RAM.   

Table 4.1 Properties of coils 

 x-coil 

(short shield) 

x-coil 

(long shield) 

z-coil 

(short shield) 

z-coil 

(long shield) 

Lp (cm) 50.4 50.4 50.4 50.4 

Ls(cm)  72.6 72.6 72.6 72.6 

Diameters (cm)  33.6 33.6 35.6 35.6 

Rout(cm)  55.8 55.8 53.8 53.8 

 

4.3 Results and discussion  

4.3.1 Transverse coil 

Figure 4.3 shows the example coils wires of the corresponding geometry structures in  Figure 4.2. It can be 

seen that in the connected model, the wires are wound on the connected surface.  

Figure 4.4 presents the coil performance as a function of distance d. All the coils were designed using the 

same stream function contours of 30 turns. In this paper, when evaluating the coil performance and eddy 

currents in each coil, the conductive elements including the coil and layered cryostat shown in Figure 4.1 

were all considered [108]. We compared the coil performance current, coil efficiency, figure-of-merit (FoM) 

and η2/R as shown in Figure 4.4. Coil efficiency refers to the magnetic field gradient at the image centre 

produced by a unit current of the coil [1].  FoM is defined as η2/L and reflects the power requirements of the 

driving amplifier, where η is the coil efficiency and L the inductance. η2/R, where η is coil efficiency and R 

is resistance, reflects the power dissipation in the coil structure. FoM and η2/R are independent of the turns 

of the coils.  
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Figure 4.3. Examples of the asymmetric transverse x-coil designed with different coil structures, the arrows 

show the current direction, (a) separated short shield coil, (b) separated long shield coil, (c) connected short 

shield coil and, (d) connected long shield coil. 

It can be seen in Figure 4.4 that the connected coils have a better performance than the separated coils. The 

performance of the connected coil with the long shield is the best, and the separated coil with short shield is 

the worst. Figure 4.4a presents the details of the driving currents; the connected coils need a lower operating 

current to produce the target gradient strength 60 mT/m. This is because of the additional current flow on the 

flanged surface in the connected structure. The connected coil with the long shield needs the lowest operating 

current at d = 6 cm, while the other three coils need the lowest driving current at d = 10 cm. The connected 

coil with the long shield is also the most efficient configuration and has the highest FoM and η2/R; this 

indicates that this coil dissipates less power and needs less power supply. This is because of the extra 

contribution from the wires on the connected surface between the primary and secondary coils. Also, at d = 
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6 cm, the efficiency, FoM and η2/R reach the peak value for the connected coil with the long shield, but the 

values decrease when d > 6 cm, because of the greater distance between the connected coil edges and the 

ROU. The performance of the connected coil with the short shield increases from d = 6 cm, while the 

performance of the separated coils is flat with d. To ensure a proper accommodation for the size of human 

head and shoulder and keeping the coil performance [5, 114], a d = 4 to 6 cm is recommended in the design 

of the connected coil with the long shield.  

 

Figure 4.4. Coil performance of x-coil in the case of varying d, which is the distance between the coil edge 

and ROU edge, (a) current, (b) efficiency, (c) resistance, (d) η2/R, (e) inductance, (f) FoM 

Figure 4.5 presents the power dissipated on the cryostat. The cryostat is composed of a warm bore, first cold 

shield and secondary cold shield (shown in Figure 4.1). The warm bore is made of stainless steel and the cold 

shields are made of aluminium. The properties of the cryostat are shown in Table 4.2 [108, 121].  

Table 4.2 Properties of the cryostat 
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 Length 

 (m) 

Radius 

 (cm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Material Conductivity 

(MSm-1) 

Warm bore 1.41 43.1 6 steel 1.1 

First cold shield 1.39 44.3 3 aluminium 38 

Secondary cold shield 1.37 45.3 3 aluminium 1200 

 

The coil designed with the long secondary coil dissipates less power on the warm bore, first cold shield and 

secondary cold shield (Figure 4.5). This demonstrates that the long secondary coils are effective in shielding 

the field leaked by the primary gradient coils and reducing eddy currents on the cryostat, thus protecting the 

desired magnetic field produced by the coil in the ROU. The connected coil with the short shields shows the 

highest power loss on the cryostat; thus, this design may produce the most eddy currents and have the worst 

shielding effect, while the separated coil with the long shield has the best shielding effect.  

Generally, the connected coils have a better performance than the separated coils, and the coils designed with 

the long shield have a better performance than the short shield coils and dissipate less power in the cryostat. 

Therefore, the connected coil with the long shield has the best performance of the four designs. Furthermore, 

the coil designed with d = 6 cm has the best performance, considering the sizes of the human head and neck. 

A d of 4 to 6 cm is recommended in the design of the head coil.  
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Figure 4.5. Power dissipation in the cryostat in the case of varying distance d, (a) warm bore, (b) first cold 

shield and, (c) secondary cold shield 

For the clarity and ease of comparison of the different gradient coil structures, we designed the four coil 

structures with similar driving currents to produce the target gradient strength at d = 4 cm. As reported in 
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Table 4.3, the efficiency of the four coils is similar because of the same driving currents and the same target 

gradient strength. It can be seen that the connected coils have a lower inductance, higher FoM and slightly 

higher η2/R than the separated coil. The inductance of the connected coil with the long shield is about 16.6% 

lower than that of separated coil with the long shield, and the FoM is about 24.1% higher than the 

corresponding separated coil. 

Table 4.3 x-coil performance 

 Separated  

short shield 

Separated  

long shield 

Connected  

short shield 

Connected  

long shield  

Current (A) 334.3 340.0 341.8 336.7 

Efficiency (mT/m/A) 0.172 0.169 0.168 0.171 

Inductance (µH) 237.7 217.4 205.9 171.8 

Resistance (m𝛺) 190.7 183.1 180.9 185.4 

FoM (T2 m-2 A-2 H-1) 1.25×10-4 1.32×10-4 1. 37×10-4 1.70×10-4 

η2/R (T2 m-2 A-2 𝛺-1) 1.56×10-7 1.57×10-7 1.56×10-7 1.58×10-7 

Minimum Spacing (mm) 5.4 5.4 7.7 7.7 

Power dissipated in 

three-layer-cryostat (W)  
9.9 4.3 27.3 11.1 

 

Figure 4.6 presents one-half of the winding patterns of the four coil structures in Figure 4.3. The wire 

positions are unwrapped from the cylinder surface. The connected coils have one more wire group at the 

connected surface, which allows the current to flow from the primary to the secondary coil and improves the 

coil performance. Each loop must be connected to its neighbouring contours to ensure current flow 

throughout the coil during construction, which slightly increases the coil resistance and reduces the value of 

η2/R, but the differences between connection and disconnection are well below 3%. Additionally, the 

connected coil with the long shield in Figure 4.6d has more-evenly spaced wires, with a minimum wire 

spacing of 7.7 mm, while the separated coil can only achieve 5.4 mm. So, the connected coil spreads the 

wires better and should be easier to manufacture. Additionally, this may reduce the intra-coil eddy currents 

between wire turns [16, 122] and disperse the localized Joule heating in the coil.  
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Figure 4.6. Winding patterns of the x-coil designed with different structure models, (a) separated coil with 

short shield, (b) separated coil with long shield, (c) connected coil with short shield and, (d) connected coil 

with long shield. 

Figure 4.7 presents the magnetic field map of the four different prototype coils. The magnetic field is 

calculated in the x-z plane for y = 0 (green lines). The red line indicates the field error between the target field 

𝐵𝑧
𝑡  and the field produced by the coil 𝐵𝑧  and the ROU is marked as the oval yellow-green shade. The 

approximately straight superimposed lines within the ROU indicates that the magnetic field are uniform in 

the ROU. In addition, there is no appreciable difference between the magnetic fields in the ROU. However, 

to maintain the 5% field error, the minimum spacing between the wires is reduced for the separated coils, 

which introduces difficulties in the manufacturing process.  
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Figure 4.7. Magnetic field map of different coil structures; the green lines are 10 µT contour lines, the red 

lines are 5% field error contours, the oval yellow-green shade is the ROU, (a) separated coil with short shield, 

(b) separated coil with long shield, (c) connected coil with short shield and, (d) connected coil with long 

shield. 

The eddy currents induced in the whole three-layer-cryostat including warm bore, first cold shield and 

secondary cold shield (shown as Figure 4.1) were calculated. [108]. Figure 4.8 presents the secondary 

magnetic field generated by the eddy currents of the three-layer-cryostat in the x-z plane at y = 0. The 

connected coil with the short shield (Figure 4.8c) produces the largest secondary magnetic field in the x-z 

plane; thus, it is the worst shielding effect coil. Figure 8a, b and d do not have any significant differences. In 
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a detailed observation, however, the field at the edges along x-axis of the plane in Figure 4.8b and d are more 

linear than the secondary field in Figure 4.8a. This indicates that using a pre-emphasis technique to 

compensate the secondary field for the coils with long shield [123, 124] has the potential to be more effective 

for the long connected shield design.  

 

Figure 4.8. Magnetic field produced by the eddy currents on the three-layer-cryostat induced by the x-coil, 

(a) separated coil with short shield, (b) separated coil with long shield, (c) connected coil with short shield 

and, (d) connected coil with long shield. 
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4.3.2 Longitudinal coil 

The example wire patterns of the z-coil are shown in Figure 4.9. To keep the 0.2% shielding ratio and the 

field error to less than 5%, the wires of the separated coils (Figure 4.9a and b) accumulate close to the patient 

end, thus leading to manufacturing difficulties. The connected coil with the long shield has less wire turns 

than the other three structures and has a larger minimum spacing between the wires.  

 

Figure 4.9. Winding patterns of the z-coil designed with different structures, (a) separated coil with short 

shield, (b) separated coil with long shield, (c) connected coil with short shield and, (d) connected coil with 

long shield.  

Figure 4.10 presents the performance of the z-coil by changing the distance d. Because of the structure of the 

z-coils and the large ROU, the gradient field error cannot reach 5% at d = 0 cm; therefore, here, d starts from 

2 cm. The current required to drive the separated coils and the connected coil with the short shield is higher 

than 1000 A at d = 2 cm, which can cause hot spots in the gradient coils. In addition, the coils designed with 
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d = 2 cm have the worst performance, such as low efficiency, low FoM and η2/R. Therefore, a small d is not 

recommended for use when designing the asymmetric coils. The connected coils with long shield is the best 

structure, because of the low operating current, high efficiency, FoM and η2/R. The performance is relatively 

stable for the connected long shield coil when d > 6 cm; therefore, d = 6 cm is the best option for designing 

the connected long shield coil. However, considering average sizes of the adult human head, 4 cm <d < 6 cm 

is recommended when designing the z-coil, and this distance is in accordance with the x-coil optimum. 

 

Figure 4.10. Coil performance of the z-coil in the case of a varying d, which is the distance between the coil 

edge and the ROU position, (a) current, (b) efficiency, (c) resistance, (d) η2/R, (e) inductance and, (f) FoM 

Table 4.4 shows the performance of the z-coil designed with different models at d = 6 cm; the coils were 

designed with similar currents to make the coils comparable. The separated coils and the connected coils with 

the short shield have a similar performance, while the connected z-coil with the long shield is better than 

other models. The inductance and resistance of the connected coil with the long shield is 14.5% and 9.8% 

smaller than the corresponding separated coil; the FoM and η2/R are 13.2% and 20.2% higher than the 

separated coil with the long shield. Moreover, the z-coil with the long shield dissipates less power on the 

cryostat. To keep the field linearity and control the leakage field close to the cryostat, the wires of the 
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separated coils close to the patient end are crowded, having a minimum wire spacing of about 5 mm. By 

comparison, the minimum spacing of the connected long shield z-coil is 14.3 mm, because of the contribution 

of the turns on the flange between the primary and secondary coils.  

Table 4.4 z-coil performance 

 Separated  

short shield 

Separated  

long shield 

Connected 

short shield 

Connected  

long shield  

Current (A) 513.7 512.3 530.8 506.4 

Efficiency (mT/m/A) 0.117 0.117 0.113 0.118 

Inductance (µH) 50.4 52.0 53.7 44.47 

Resistance (m𝛺) 84.7 91.0 94.2 82.0 

FoM (T2 m-2 A-2 H-1) 2.70×10-4 2.63×10-4 2.40×10-4 3.16×10-4 

η2/R (T2 m-2 A-2 𝛺-1) 1.61×10-7 1.51×10-7 1.36×10-8 1.71×10-8 

Minimum Spacing (mm) 5.3 5.1 8.3 14.3 

Power of three-layer-

cryostat (W)  
1.74 0.29 2.7 0.91 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

This work shows a new approach to the design of asymmetric head gradient coils. In our design, the patient 

end of the coil was connected between the primary and secondary coils, thus providing extra space for the 

wiring. The service end is open for the accommodation of the passive shimming sets and cooling pipes.  

 

The simulation results showed that, for the transverse x-coil, the connected coils had a better performance 

than the separated coils, especially the connected coils with the long shield. The performance of the coils 

designed with similar currents to generate the same expected target gradient strength shows that: the FoM, 

inductance and minimum wire spacing of the connected coil with the long shield is improved around 24.1%, 

16.6%, 42.6%, respectively, more than the corresponding separated coil. From the coils designed with the 

same stream contours, it was found that the optimal distance is d = 6 cm between the ROU edges and patient 

end for the connected coil with the long shield.  Eddy currents induced in the cryostat by the four variants of 

coils were analysed; the results showed that the coils designed with the long shield dissipated less power in 
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the surrounding cryostat. Additionally, the connected coil with the long shield produced more power than the 

corresponding separated coil, but less than the other designs. 

 

The longitudinal coil also benefited from the connected structure, because of the turns on the flange. From 

the coil designed with a similar current, the performance, such as the inductance, resistance FoM and η2/R of 

the connected coil with long shield, were improved compared to the corresponding separated coil.  Moreover, 

the connected coils with the long shield have a larger minimum spacing than other models, which makes it 

easier to manufacture and reduces potential hot spots in the coils. The coils with the long shield dissipated 

less power loss in the cryostat than the coils with the short shield. The distance d = 6 cm is also the optimal 

distance for the z-coil. Consequently, the connected long shield structure is recommended when designing 

the transverse and longitude asymmetric coils. Considering the performance and the dimensions of the human 

head and neck, d = 4 to 6 cm is recommended when designing the head coils.  
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5. Skin and proximity effects in the gradient coils  

 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, eddy currents induced in the surrounding conducting structures depend on the 

geometry of the conductor and the excitation waveform. One of these kinds of eddy currents is skin and 

proximity effects in the gradient coils, which is associated with coil track width and the applied frequency of 

the input waveform. In this chapter, the impact of the conductor width and the excited frequency on the 

parameters that characterise the performance of the conventional and split transversal gradient coils are 

studied.  

Section 5.1 and 5.3 in this chapter are largely based on the journal article “Skin and proximity effects in the 

conductors of split gradient coils for a hybrid LINAC-MRI scanner” published in the Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance in February, 2014. The research untaken in these sections focuses on the study of inductive 

coupling between tracks of split gradient coils. Editing has been mainly carried out in the introduction for the 

best coherence with other chapters.  
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analysis and interpretation, manuscript preparation,  

experiment implementation  

Hector Sanchez Lopez Numerical modelling, code implementation,  

analysis and interpretation, manuscript reviews,  

Experiment implementation  

Fabio Freschi Numerical modelling, code implementation,  

analysis and interpretation, manuscript reviews  

Elliot Smith Experiment implementation, manuscript reviews  

Yu Li Experiment implementation  

Miguel Fuentes Experiment implementation  

Feng Liu Analysis and interpretation, manuscript reviews  

Maurizio Repetto Analysis and interpretation, manuscript reviews  

Stuart Crozier Analysis and interpretation, manuscript reviews  

 

5.1 Introduction  

As described in Section 2.2 and 2.4, the gradient coils are designed to produce a linear variation of the axial 

component of the magnetic field in the DSV [82]. To guarantee uniform gradient for high quality images, a 

range of parameters have been defined in Section  2.4.4 in the gradient coil design process [82]. A variety of 

different design methods have been developed to effectively constrain these parameters [82, 125, 126]. Some 

researchers have introduced “free-surface” coil design methods [127-129] based on a pioneering work of 

Pissanetzky [78]. These methods are able to produce gradient coils on arbitrary surfaces and, at the same 

time, control coil parameters with linear and quadratic dependence on the unknown current density. The 

current density is expressed as a function of a set of basis functions which represents the value of the stream 

function in the coil domain [130]. Equally spaced contours of the stream function define the position of the 
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current paths [130]. Commonly, the Biot-Savart law is used to evaluate the magnetic field produced by the 

coil assuming discrete and infinitely thin wire segments or tracks of finite dimensions. Usually coil tracks 

with a uniform current density are used to evaluate the magnetic field and other parameters from the designed 

coil.  

Due to the skin and proximity effects, the current density tends to be non-uniform across the width of the 

conductor [12] and it is known that these effects increase with the frequency [12], especially in the modern 

MRI scanner, the gradient coils are usually etched or machined using wide copper sheet for power dissipation 

purpose [82]. Not taking into account the skin and proximity effects may lead to inaccurate modelling of the 

magnetic field profile expected from the gradient coil design. Moreover, it is known that power loss tends to 

increase with the frequency but the implications of the skin and proximity effect have not been investigated 

in detail for MRI gradient coils. The use of litz wire is one of the possible solutions used to lessen the severity 

of the skin effect and consequently lower the effective resistance and resistive losses. However, gradient coils 

manufactured using litz wires can be an expensive process as grooves typically need to be machined in fibre 

glass tubes to position the wires and this can be particularly difficult for some transverse coil designs [131].  

To study edge-effects, a mathematical model that explains coupling between tracks was developed by Kroot 

[12, 89, 132]. However, in his work, only the current distribution in strips and islands were studied, but the 

effects caused by a non-uniform current density distribution along the track width on the coil parameters and 

field harmonics were not considered. In this section, we study the impact of the coil track width and frequency 

on the coil performance taking into account the skin and proximity effects for transverse split gradient coils 

[76]. We use the EMC method to design shielded whole body x-gradient coils for conventional MRI scanner 

and split gradient coils for MRI-LINAC system[129, 133]. The MIM is extended to analyse the designed 

coils and predict the influence of the track width and frequency on gradient coil performance [77].  

5.2 Conventional coils  

5.2.1 Methodology  

In order to study the influence of the coil tracks on the coil performance, 16 conventional whole-body x-

gradient coils were designed [99]. The maximum track widths varied from 2 to 30 mm with a step of 2 mm. 

We investigated x-coils here because they have a more complex geometry compared to z-coils. The 

surrounding y and z coils were not taken into account to simplify the simulation model, thus reducing the 
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computational burden. All the x-gradient coils were designed to produce a target gradient strength G0 = 30 

mT/m within a 50×50×40 cm ROI. The maximum field error was constrained to 5%. All the coils were 

designed with a minimum wire gap of 1 mm. The coil tracks were made of copper sheet of 2 mm thickness. 

Figure 5.1b shows an example of the x-gradient coil and Table 5.1 presents the coil properties.  

The designed coils with different track widths were driven by a current with a frequency sweep in a range of 

100 to 10 kHz using the MIM [108]. A three-layer-cryostat was taken into account to analyse the induced 

eddy currents caused by the switching of the gradient coils, with different track widths and frequencies. The 

structure and properties of the cryostat are shown in Figure 5.1a and Table 5.1. In addition, the non-uniform 

current density distribution in the coil tracks and the impact on coil performance of the imposed frequency 

and the track widths were investigated.  

Table 5.1 Properties of the gradient coils and cold shield 

 x-coil Warm bore 1st cold shield 2nd cold shield 

Material copper steel aluminium aluminium 

Conductivity (MS/m) 59.5 1.1 38 1200 

Thickness (mm) 2 6 3 3 

Inner radius (cm) 33.95 43.1 44.3 45.3 

Outer radius (cm) 41.47 N.A N.A N.A 

Overall length (cm) 126 141 139 137 

 

 

Figure 5.1 (a) three layers of cryostat and gradient coil geometry support, (b) example of x-coil. 
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5.2.2 Results and discussion  

Figure 5.2 presents the current density distribution in 1/8 of the x-coil with a maximum track width of 30 mm 

and a frequency of 1 kHz. It can be seen that the current density tends to be higher at the track edges than in 

the internal part of the track and the current density distribution is asymmetric across the coil track width. 

And this is more evident in the tracks close to the coil eyes, where the tracks have a smaller curvature. This 

is also demonstrated by the current density profile in Figure 5.1b.  

 

Figure 5.2 (a) current density distribution in the conventional x-gradient coil with a track width of 30 mm 

(1/8 of the x-coil), At the right appears a detailed current density profile; (b) spatial current density profile 

along the red line indicated in Figure 5.2a. 
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Figure 5.3 The performance of the conventional x-gradient coils by function of frequency and track width, 

(a) FoM, (b) inductance, (c)2/R, (d) log(Resistance).  

The FoM shown in Figure 5.3a increases with the track width, especially at low frequencies. The FoM keeps 

relatively stable for track widths from 15 mm to 30 mm at frequencies higher than 1 kHz. However, the 

inductance has a tendency for a similar decrease with the track width at different frequencies. At low 

frequency, the current density tends to be evenly distributed across the track width, and thus the efficiency is 

slightly higher than in the case of high frequency and wide track width. Therefore, the FoM is higher for coils 

with wide tracks at low frequency. The factor η2/R increases with the track width because of the decrease in 

the resistance, especially at low frequency. At high frequency, the coils with tracks of widths 15 to 30 mm 

have relatively low η2/R, because the increment of the resistance with track width is more accentuated for 
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wide tracks than for narrow tracks. The wide tracks improve the FoM and η2/R, but because of the skin and 

proximity effects, the current density is more non-uniform in the wide tracks than in the narrow tracks.  

Figure 5.4 presents the real part of the harmonics produced by the coil with different track widths and 

frequencies. Gx, represents the linear terms of the z-component of the gradient field along the x-axis, which 

decreases with the increment of track width and frequency. Therefore, a narrow track width produces larger 

linear terms Gx due to the uniform current density distribution in the coil tracks. In contrast, Z2X and X3 

increase with the track width and frequency. However, because Z2X and X3 are non-linear terms of the field, 

this affects the field linearity and distort image quality and should be mitigated. Therefore, narrow tracks can 

reduce the non-linear term of homogeneity and improve the linear term Gx.  

 

Figure 5.4 Real part of the field harmonics amplitude produced by the conventional x-gradient coils in the 

DSV, (a) Gx, (b) Z2X, (c) X3. 

The harmonics Gx produced by the eddy currents in the three-layer cryostat tend to be smaller for wide tracks 

and low frequency (Figure 5.5a). However, Z2X increases with the track width and frequency. The zonal 

harmonics tend to disappear for both Gx and Z2X. In spite of lower Gx produced by the eddy currents induced 

by coils with wide tracks, larger Z2X is generated.  
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Figure 5.5 Real part of the field Spherical harmonics amplitude produced in the DSV by eddy currents and 

power loss induced in the cryostat, (a) Gx, (b) Z2X, (c) Z3.  

5.2.3 Conclusion  

In this section, we studied the impact of the track width and frequency on the coil performance because of 

the skin and proximity effects for conventional coils. It was found that the current density distribution is more 

non-uniform in the rapidly changing track paths, therefore, the rapidly changing tracks should be avoided in 

the coil design process. The parameters such as FoM and η2/R increase with track width due to the lower 

inductance and resistance for wide tracks. This increment is more accentuated at low frequency. However, 

wide tracks produce lower Gx and higher Z2X at high frequency. 

5.3 Split coils  

5.3.1 Methodology 

5.3.1.1 Coil Design 

In order to study the influence of the track width and frequency variation over the coil parameters we designed 

30 whole-body x-split gradient coils using equivalent magnetisation current [129]. The track width was 

changed linearly from 1 mm to 30 mm, the target gradient strength G0 was kept at a constant value of 

10 mT/m for all designs, the field linearity was fixed to 5% in a DSV of 460 mm and the target FoM was 

kept constant for all the designs.  
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We focused our study on the x-folded gradient coil due to its geometrical complexity compared to that of 

the z-gradient coil. In this work, we neglected the inductive coupling between the x-coil and the surrounding 

coils. This assumption simplifies the model and significantly reduces the computational burden and the 

number of variables that may influence the skin and proximity effect due to the coil self-inductive coupling. 

However, this represents a simplification of the scenario that is present in conventional MRI scanners. 

Depending on the spatial distribution of current and track width of the surrounding coils, it is possible for 

inductive coupling to occur between the x-coils and the rest of the gradient and shim coils. This complex 

interaction will be considered in a detailed analysis in future work. Figure 5.6 shows the split coil support, 

DSV and a simplified shield cryostat used to design the split gradient coils.  

 

Figure 5.6 (a) split gradient coil geometry support and (b) simplified split cold shield cryostat. 

The track width was changed from 1 mm to 30 mm with equal steps of 1 mm to produce a total of 30 x-

gradient coils. The minimum gap between wires was constrained to 2.8 mm. Each of the modelled coils were 

simplified to 24 turns (4 turns per quadrant), as both the computing time and memory requirements increases 

with a factor O (N2), where N is the number of nodes. A current of 1065 A was used to generate the target 

field of G0. High current was required due to the small number of turns used to model the coil. The conductor 

thickness was uniform for each of the designed coils. We assumed that the coil domain is made of 2 mm 

thick copper sheet for the 30 coils. Two conductive cryostat cylinders, warm bore and cold shield were used 

as a simplified cryostat to analyse the eddy currents. The split cryostat structure is shown in Figure 5.6b. All 

the properties of the split transverse coils are listed in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 Properties of split transverse coils. 

 x-coil Warm Bore Cold Shield Warm Bore 

Flange 

Cold shield 

flange 

Material copper Steel aluminium steel aluminium 

Conductivity (MS/m) 59.5 1.42 208 1.42 208 

Thickness (mm) 2 3 4 12 6 

Inner Radius (mm) 313 411 435 411 435 

Length (mm) 1900 2378 2378 N.A N.A 

Flange Radial Length 

(mm) 

9.06 645 582 645 582 

Gap Size (mm) 500 512 552.8 512 552.8 

 

5.3.1.2 Eddy current simulation using an extended MIM method 

The multi-layer integral method (MIM) was used for eddy current simulations. The MIM divides thin 

volumes into multiple layers where each layer has a thickness smaller than the skin depth [77]. The MIM is 

applicable to arbitrary shape thin volumes where one of the linear dimensions is much smaller than the other 

two dimensions. In this work the MIM was extended to study the skin and proximity effects of gradient coil 

conductors and their interaction with surrounding conductors. We assume thin layered conductors so that the 

current density can be considered uniform along the conductor thickness [77]. The coil track is divided into 

a number of segments across its width in order to account for the skin effect. The divisions along the track 

width follow an exponential decay in order to cope with the skin and proximity effects. The number of 

divisions along the width is set to 10 according to a preliminary analysis of the coil with largest track width 

(30 mm) as this was considered to be a good compromise between accuracy and complexity. In this work the 

MIM is used to solve the diffusion equation of the time-harmonic current density [77].  

The MIM method was descibed in section 3.3, However in this work the coils are discretised to tracks with 

finite width, hence in Eq.(3.33), a
s  vanishes in this case. ψ is the complex vector of unknown values of the 

stream function in the domain 𝛺. With a suitable reordering of the unknowns, it is possible to partition the 

solution vectorψ  into two sets: 
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ψ
ψ

ψ
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  (5.1) 

where ψ i  contains the unknowns values of the stream function at the internal nodes of the domains Ω. 

Internal nodes are those that do not belong to the boundaries of the conductive domains. 0
ψ is a vector that 

contains the values of the nodes belonging to the domain boundaries. When considering the tracks, depending 

on the desired current direction the nodes of one side (boundary) of the coil track are set to zero (“grounded 

side”) and nodes along the other side are set to 𝐼0(𝜔). 0
ψ  may also contain grounded and “floating” values 

of the stream function in the boundaries of passive conductors. “Floating nodes” are those located at the 

boundary of these conductors, whose values are unknown but due to the physical constraints of the problem 

must remain the same for all the nodes belonging to the same boundary [134]. 

Eq.(5.1) can be written as: 

 0Zψ    (5.2) 

where Z R Mi   is the impedance matrix. Assuming that 00
Z  is the impedance matrix for those nodes 

belonging to the domain boundaries with known stream function values, 0
Z

i  is the interaction of the 

boundary nodes with the internal nodes and Z
ii  is the interaction between the internal nodes, then (5.2) is 

written: 
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hence 

 1

0 0
ψ Z Z ψ

i ii i

    (5.4) 

The MIM extension to simulate the proximity effect between coil tracks was architected in Matlab (The 

MathWorks. Natick, USA) and the matrix M was calculated using Fortran90 in order to speed up the 

calculations. The singularity presented in the inductance calculation was solved by a combination of 

analytically [104] and numerical integration [105]. The current densities 𝑱(𝒓, 𝜔) are evaluated once ψ  is 
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calculated [77], thus average power loss, torque, force and magnetic field produced in the domain Ω are 

evaluated. 

We analysed 30 x-split gradient coils using the described method. The excited frequencies were swept from 

100 Hz to 10 kHz to study the changes in the current distribution with frequency. This range was selected as 

it covers part of the commonly used current pulse series applied in MRI experiments. 

5.3.1.3 Validation of the extended MIM 

 A testing coil was designed using GMSH [135] and simulated with MIM using two frequencies 100 Hz and 

10 kHz in order to demonstrate that MIM is able to accurately reproduce the skin and proximity effects. As 

well as this, the experiment would demonstrate that there is a change in the spatial profile of the current 

distribution in coil tracks with the frequency. Figure 5.7a shows the testing coil made of 0.75 mm copper 

sheet. The track width was set to 50 mm and the smaller gaps were set to 10 mm. The central gap dividing 

the two branches was set to 50 mm. The amplitude of the stream function was set to 2 A (complex value, 

frequency domain) at the nodes belonging to one side of the coil edge while the nodes belonging to the 

opposite edge were grounded to zero. This was done to simulate a current of 2 A flowing through the coil. 

The coil’s overall width along the x-axis was 270 mm and the height was 360 mm along the z-axis. The 

vertical sections of the coil (along z-axis) were designed to be long enough to avoid possible effects coming 

from the returning path. Figure 5.7a also shows the points on which the magnetic field produced by the coil 

was measured.  
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Figure 5.7 (a) testing coil-a coil structure for validation. The field component Bx(x) was measured along the 

red line, (b) the experiment setup shows the coil, the 3-axis CNC machine and the TMR sensor at the tip of 

a carbon fibre rod. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 

Figure 5.7b describes the experiment setup. The picture shows the computer numerical controlled (CNC) 3-

axis machine used to move the sensor along the red line represented in Figure 5.7a. A DC coupled wide band 

amplifier was used to produce a current of 2 A to drive the coil at the testing frequencies. A low-noise single-

axis magnetic field sensor TMR STJ-220 with AL-05 signal conditioning board (Micro Magnetics) was 

placed at y = 5 mm above of the testing coil. The computer numerically controlled axis was used to move the 

sensor from x = -150 mm to x = 0 at z = 185 mm with an increment value of 1 mm along the line shown in 

Figure 5.7a. The field component  x
B x  was measured in the experiment for frequencies of 100 Hz and 10 

kHz to compare with the values predicted by the extended MIM. 
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5.3.2 Results 

5.3.2.1 Validation and convergence  

A comparison of the magnetic field predicted by the extended MIM and that measured at the frequencies 100 

Hz and 10 kHz is shown in Figure 5.8 as is the current density distribution profile at 10 kHz. The testing coil 

was discretised using 24798 planar triangles and the simulation using the extended MIM was completed in 7 

mins using an Intel Core(TM) i7 CPU with 16 GB of RAM. The result shows strong agreement between 

the measured values and results predicted by the extended MIM. The results also illustrate a change in the 

magnetic field profile for the frequencies 100 Hz and 10 kHz. The skin depth penetrations at these frequencies 

are 6.5 mm and 0.65 mm, respectively. This effect is due to the change of the current density profile with the 

frequency. The current density tends to increase at the edges of the coil track therefore the field profile shows 

“a double-hump” shape. The double-hump is asymmetric due to the proximity effect of the two inner sides 

of the coil track. A colour map of the current density magnitude at 10 kHz gives appreciation of the 

heterogeneity of current flow (Figure 5.8b).  

A typical current density profile of the parallel conductor along the red line indicated in Figure 5.8b shows 

that current density at the inner edge is higher than external edge (see Figure 5.8c). This is the main cause of 

the asymmetric double-hump shape of the Bx field component along the measured points. For 100 Hz the 

field profile is symmetric along the coil track width which corresponds to a uniform distributed current 

density profile along the track width. This experiment indicates that assuming the coil as filamentary could 

lead to inaccuracies in the evaluation of critical parameters such as power loss in the coil and cryostat and 

magnetic field generated in the DSV. Accurate evaluation of the gradient coils considering skin and proximity 

effects will provide opportunities of insight into the mitigation of eddy current effects in modern scanners. 
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Figure 5.8 (a) the comparison of the magnetic field predicted by extended MIM and measured in experiment, 

(b) the current density distribution in testing coil (f = 10 kHz); (c) spatial current density profile along the 

red indicated Figure 5.8b.  
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5.3.2.2 Simulation Results 

Figure 5.9 shows the colour map of the current density distribution and the current density profile along the 

red line in Figure 5.9a of a split x-gradient coil with the 30 mm track width. The extended MIM was used to 

calculate the current density when the gradient coil is driven by a sinusoidal current at the frequency of 10 

kHz. The number of nodes was 30349 and the simulation was completed in 22 mins using an Intel Core(TM) 

i7 CPU with 20 GB of RAM. This illustrates asymmetric current density distributions along the track width. 

This effect is more accentuated on those coil tracks with sharp turns, such as the turns located between the 

primary cylinder and the front flange. Asymmetries are more evident for tracks with a small radius of 

curvature and in presence of uneven spacing between adjacent tracks. 

The tracks close to the coil “eye” produce a higher current density and hence power loss than those tracks 

that exhibit smooth spatial variations. A possible solution to mitigate this issue could be the use of the 

minimax current density [136, 137] or to seek a design in which the current path is smooth for all coil tracks 

by avoiding rapid changes of the current density direction[138].  

The dependence of FoM, 2/R, resistance and coil inductance with respect to frequency and track width for 

the 30 split x-gradient coils including the interaction with the cryostat is shown in Figure 5.10. The dotted-

line illustrates the variation of the corresponding parameters produced by the coil with filamentary 

approximation.  

The FoM increases when the track width increases, this tendency is mainly due to the tendency of the 

inductance that decreases with the track width (see Figure 5.10b). The inductance tends to slightly decrease 

with the frequency, but we observe that the change in the inductance with the frequency is nearly 

imperceptible and it has little impact on the FoM. The factor η2/R increases with the track width as the 

resistance decreases with the increment of the track width (see Figure 5.10d). However, the 2/R tends to 

decrease with the increment of the frequency and this effect is more accentuated in wider tracks. At low 

frequency the current density is evenly distributed along the track width therefore the coil efficiency is larger 

than that produced at high frequencies where the current density occupies a small section of the track surface. 

We conclude for this part of the study that wider tracks produce gradient coils with high 2/R. But for wider 

tracks at high frequencies the FoM tends to increase slightly. However, Figure 5.10d illustrates that the 
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increment of the resistance with the frequency is more accentuated for wider tracks than that values produced 

by narrow tracks. This deleterious effect is imperceptible in the factor 2/R. 

 

Figure 5.9 (a) current density distribution for the split x-gradient coil with tack width 30 mm, the picture 

reproduces only 1/4 of the complete structure which is fully modelled. At the right appears a detailed current 

density profile. (b) spatial current density profile along the red line indicated in Figure 5.9a.  

It is known that due to the skin effect the resistance tends to increase with the frequency however the results 

show that this effect is more critical for coils with larger tracks widths. The use of smaller tracks width 

mitigates this deleterious consequence caused by the skin effect; however larger tracks width produces less 
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Joule power than that generated by thinner tracks. In order to achieve an optimal trade-off between track 

width and power loss a temperature analysis is demanded, as it is not obvious that wider track produces less 

power loss than narrow conductor tracks. It seems that wider track produces a large FoM and 2/R but the 

deleterious effect of the skin effect is emphasized more in wider tracks than narrow tracks. 

 

Figure 5.10 the performance of the x-gradient coils on function of frequency and track width, (a) FoM, (b) 

inductance, (c)2/R, (d) log(Resistance). The dotted-line is corresponding parameters produced by 

filamentary coils. For Figure 5.10b and Figure 5.10d, the dotted-lines are behind the curved surface. 

The amplitude of spherical harmonics produced by the coil at different frequencies and track widths are 

shown in Figure 5.11; the dotted-line shows spherical harmonics produced by the filamentary coils due to 

different frequencies. The harmonics Z1, Gx, Z2X, X3 were calculated at the DSV. The Z1 harmonic tends 
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to increase for large track width and low frequency; the simulation shows that the Z1 harmonic for this 

particular coil design problem tends to disappear at high frequency. There is a tendency to reduce the coil 

efficiency  for coils of larger track width when they are driven at high frequencies due to the skin and 

proximity effects. This effect is reflected on the FoM (see Figure 5.10a). 

The real part of the harmonics Z2X and X3 decrease with the frequency and the track width in this particular 

coil design problem. Narrow track widths produce stable harmonic amplitudes in frequency and predictable 

field harmonics in the DSV. 

 

Figure 5.11 Real part of the field harmonics amplitude produced by the split x-gradient coils on the DSV,  (a) 

Z1, (b) Gx, (c) Z2X, (d) X3. The dotted-lines are corresponding field harmonics amplitude produced by 

filamentary coil. 
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The change of the shielding ratio with the variation of the frequency and track width was next investigated 

(see Figure 5.12). Interestingly, the shielding ratio reaches a minimum value around 1 kHz. This is due to the 

fact that the coil was designed to control the shielding ratio at the target frequency of 1 kHz. A similar effect 

is shown in Figure 5.12b as the coil was designed in such a manner that the field produced by the induced 

eddy current is similar in shape to that field produced by the coil. An optimal pre-emphasis technique is 

clearly more difficult to achieve at high frequencies as the spatial shape of the secondary and primary field 

tends to deviate from each other.  

 

Figure 5.12 (a) shielding ratio and the (b) secondary field deviation respect to that produced by the gradient 

coils measured on function of the frequency and coil track width. The dotted-lines are the shielding ratio and 

magnetic field deviation produced by filamentary coils. 

Next we investigated the tendency of magnetic field spherical harmonics amplitude produced by the eddy 

currents induced in the cryostat when the coil track width increases from 1 mm to 30 mm and frequency 

changes from 100 Hz to 10 kHz. Figure 5.13e-f describes the behaviour of the average power dissipation on 

warm bore and the cold shield of the cryostat. The real part of the amplitude of the field harmonic Gx produced 

by the split cryostat clearly has a minimum value around 1 kHz. This corroborates that the coils were designed 

to produce a minimal strength secondary magnetic field with the same spatial variation to that produced by 

the coil at the target frequency of 1 kHz. We also note that field asymmetries along the z-axis tend to disappear 

at higher frequencies regardless the track width. The field harmonic Z2X produces a minimal value around 

1 kHz as the coil was designed to produce a small and controlled secondary field with the same linear 

behaviour as that of the of the primary field.  
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Figure 5.13 Real part of the field Spherical harmonics amplitude produced in the DSV by eddy currents and 

power loss induced in the cryostat, (a) Gx, (b) Z1, (c) Z2X, (d) Z3, (e) average power loss generated in the 

warm bore and (f) cold shield of the split cryostat. The dotted-line represents the field spherical harmonics 

amplitude and power loss when the coil is approximated to filamentary wires. 
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Wider tracks slightly contribute to reduce the power loss at high frequencies as the coil itself (particularly 

the shielding coil) may act as a passive shield and as the frequency increases less field leaks outside the warm 

bore therefore less power is induced in the cold shield (see Figure 5.13e-f) 

The results illustrated in Figure 5.10-7 were performed with and without the cryostat in order to study the 

influence of the surrounding structure over the coil parameters such as FoM, 2/R, resistance, inductance and 

field harmonics. We deduce that there is no significant influence of the cryostat on the aforementioned 

parameters for this set of coils.  

The coil performance and generated spherical harmonics produced by the x-gradient coils agree very well 

with the parameters obtained with the filamentary coils for narrow coil track widths. Shielding ratio, 

secondary field deviation, spherical harmonics induced in the cryostat due to the coupling with the 

filamentary coils tend to agree with those parameters calculated when the coil is simulated with narrow tracks. 

However, the result diverges as the coil track width is increased. 

The results produced by the x-gradient coil in this investigation are similar to that registered by the split z-

gradient coil but at different scales. 

5.3.3 Conclusion 

In this section, the MIM was extended to study the influence of the track width and the frequency over 

parameters such as FoM, 2/R, resistance, inductance, field harmonics produced by the coil and cryostat; 

shielding ratio, secondary field deviation from primary field and power loss induced in the cryostat. These 

parameters were studied in a set of 30 split x-gradient coils. The extended MIM was experimentally validated; 

the suitability and accuracy of the presented method to investigate the skin and proximity effect in a model 

coil for frequencies up to 10 kHz was demonstrated.  

It was found that the parameters calculated using filamentary coils tend to agree to those parameters evaluated 

using narrow tracks, however the results diverge when the track width increases. The study presented in this 

section demonstrate that to produce coils with high FoM, it is advisable to use wider coil tracks as the 

inductance tends to decrease when the coil track is increased. However, it is important to note that the 

efficiency  is slightly affected at high frequencies. The parameter 2/R increases for wider track width; 

nevertheless the increment of the resistance with the frequency is more accentuated for wider tracks than for 

narrow tracks. We conclude that rapidly changing current paths shall be avoided, where possible, as an 
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asymmetric profile of the current density along the track may be produced; this effect is more accentuated 

for tracks located in high current density areas. Some of the zonal harmonics produced by the coil and the 

cryostat disappears at high frequencies but in order to mitigate their presence, it is recommended to use 

narrow tracks rather than wide tracks. 

Parameters related to the shielding and eddy currents induced in the cryostat strongly depend on the target 

frequency for which the coil was designed. The decision about the optimal coil track has to be carefully 

considered. In future work, to evaluate the thermal property of the designed gradient coils, we will include a 

temperature analysis which considers the skin and proximity effects of the coil tracks.
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6. Cross-talk between gradient coils 

 

As described in previous chapters, it was found that the coil performance is related to the coil track width 

and imposed frequency because of the skin and proximity effects. Previous study focused on the eddy 

currents between the coil tracks of an individual gradient coil; however, an MRI scanner usually 

comprises three sets of gradient coils. When one or more coils are switched on and off rapidly, eddy 

currents are induced in the surrounding gradient coils. In this chapter, the intra-coil interactions between 

gradient coils will be studied and the impact of the intra-coil coupling on the gradient coil performance 

will be investigated.  

Section 6.2 in this chapter is largely based on the abstract “Crosstalk between gradient coils” in: 

Proceedings of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM), 24, Singapore, 

2016. This section is to investigate cross-talk between conventional gradient coils. Section 6.1 and 6.3 

are largely based on the journal article “Intra-coil interactions in split gradient coils in a hybrid MRI–

LINAC system” published in the Journal of Magnetic Resonance in January, 2016. The research 

presented in these sections aim to study cross-talk between split gradient coils. Editing has been mainly 

carried out in the introduction for the best coherence with other chapters.  
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Fangfang Tang, Fabio Freschi, Maurizio Repetto, Feng Liu, Stuart Crozier, Crosstalk between gradient 
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6.1 Introduction 

During the gradient coil design process, each coil is usually designed without consideration of the 

inductive interactions between coils. To reduce the heating problems, wide conductors are often used. 

However, the wide windings and coil tracks lead to intra-coil eddy currents which may lead to artefacts  

during MR imaging [139]. To reduce eddy currents, it is essential to consider all the possible sources in 

an MRI system. There are a large number of conducting structures around the gradient coils [140]. The 

deleterious effects of eddy currents on the cryostat of an MRI system have been investigated and several 

methods have been developed to mitigate them as described in Section 2.4.5 [98, 141]. Unfortunately, the 

cryostat is not the only conductor surrounding the gradient coils. To further overcome the eddy current 

effects, it is important to consider the intra-coil interactions — eddy currents created by the energized coil 

in its surrounding coils [139]. 

To study the electromagnetic coupling between coil windings, a dedicated mathematical model was 

developed [16], but in Kroot et. al.'s work, only the current distribution in strips and islands were studied, 

but the impact of intra-coil eddy currents in the transverse and longitudinal coils were not fully 

investigated. In early patents, engineers attempted to devise engineering solutions to reduce intra-coil 

eddy currents [139, 142]. For example, to minimize intra-coil coupling and heating, Morich et. al. 

proposed to vary the width of cut lines and to segment or remove the islands between cut lines [142]. 

Richard et. al. described an approach to laminate the coil conductor along the thickness and track width 

direction to reduce intra-coil interactions [139] and Kinanen et. al used narrow, radially oriented slots in 

ferromagnetic layers before laminations, which could reduce the conduction of the magnetic flux in a 

vertical, permanent MR imager with two opposite iron core pole pieces [143]. Ham and Konijn proposed 

to provide a conductive element close to at least one of the gradient coils to compensate intra-coil eddy 

currents [144]. In these patents, however, the engineering proposals were devised without detailed 

analysis of intra-coil eddy currents. As demonstrated in this study, it is necessary to conduct a 

comprehensive investigation towards further reduction of eddy current cross-talk in MRI. 
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It is expected that the intra-coil eddy currents problem will be more accentuated in fast sequences, such 

as EPI or TurboSE used in an MRI scanner [145]. This creates additional sources of undesired eddy 

currents on top of those generated in the cryostat due to practically imperfect shielding [16]. In this work, 

we conduct a detailed analysis of inductive coupling between gradient coils, and in particular, seek to 

provide a comprehensive description of the intra-coil interactions in a conventional MRI scanner and an 

MRI-LINAC system. Moreover, we investigate the relationship between the coil track width and intra-

coil eddy currents. Our aim is to explore the impact that inductive coupling between split gradient coils 

has on power dissipation, coil performance and gradient field linearity. 

6.2 Conventional coils 

6.2.1 Methodology 

A series of gradient coils with different track widths was designed [99]. The maximum track widths of 

transverse coils varied from 10 to 40 mm with a step of 2 mm and the z-coil had a fixed track width of 6 

mm. All the coils were designed with a cold shield made of aluminium to produce a maximum gradient 

strength G0 = 30 mT/m in a 50×50×40 cm ROI. The maximum field error was ±5% for all the coils. 

Between tracks was a minimum gap of 1 mm.  

Table 6.1 lists the properties of the coils and cryostat, and Figure 6.1a presents the configuration of the 

gradient coils. The electromagnetic analysis was based on a multilayer integral method [108]. A set of 

simulations was defined by changing the track width of the transverse coils (Figure 6.2b shows the mesh 

of a passive y-coil). In this work, the x-coil was driven by a current at a frequency 1 kHz, and the y and z 

coils were un-energised (passive coils). Performance figures were compared between the active coil 

(energised coil) with surrounding coils and the isolated coil. It was assumed that an isolated coil was not 

surrounded by neighbouring coils. This allows us to study the impacts the surrounding coils have on the 

active coil’s performance.  
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Figure 6.1 (a) the configuration of the conventional gradient coils, (b) 1/4 of the y-gradient coil. 

 

Table 6.1 Properties of the gradient coils and cold shield 

 x-coil y-coil z-coil Cold shield 

Material copper copper copper aluminium 

Conductivity (MS/m) 59.5 59.5 59.5 208 

Thickness (mm) 2 2 2 4 

Inner radius (cm) 33.95 34.49 35.21 45.3 

Outer radius (cm) 41.47 41.79 40.24 N.A 

Overall length (cm) 126 126 126 137 

 

6.2.2 Results and discussion  

Figure 6.2a and b describe the induced current density distribution in the passive y-coil and cold shield. 

The transverse coils have a maximum track width of 40 mm. The current density distribution in the 

passive y-coil is much higher than that in the cold shield, and the current density mainly accumulates in 

the right middle section of the passive y-coil. Figure 6.2c compares the real part of the magnetic field 

along the x-axis across the ROI induced by the eddy currents in the passive coils and the cold shield. We 

can see that the field produced by the passive coils is stronger and more nonlinear than that of cold shield.  
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Figure 6.2 Eddy current density, (a) in the passive y-coil when the x-coil is energised (1/8 of the y-coil), 

(b) in the cryostat when the x-coil is active, (c) real part of magnetic field generated by eddy currents 

induced by the cryostat and the passive y, z coils (whole coil). 

Figure 6.3 presents a significant difference in coil performance between the isolated x-coil and the active 

x-coil with surrounding y and z-coils. The difference increases rapidly with the track width ranging from 

10 to 20 mm and keeps relatively stable for track widths from 20 to 40 mm. The total power loss dissipated 

by x, y and z coils reaches a local minimum value of 20.9 kW at track widths of 14 and 16 mm. The 

resistance reaches a minimum at a track width of 14 mm. The inductance and coil efficiency decrease 

with the track width. The FoM and η2/R have peak values at a track width of 14 mm. The η2/R of the coil 

with a track width of 14 mm is 10.1% larger than for a track width of 10 mm and 4% larger than for a 

track width of 20 mm.  
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Figure 6.3 Coil performance comparison between active x-coil considering passive y, z coils and isolated 

x-coil, (a) average power loss, (b) inductance, (c) coil efficiency, (d) figure of merit, (e) resistance. (f) 

η2/R. 

6.2.3 Conclusion 

The surrounding passive coils dissipate more eddy currents than the cold wall does. The eddy currents 

mainly concentrate in the part overlapping with the “eye” of the active x-coil because of the higher local 

current density in this region [16]. Despite the fact inductance has been slightly reduced, the eddy currents 

in the passive coils lead to more power loss, lower efficiency, lower FoM and η2/R as well as a larger 
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secondary field, all of which are effects which should be mitigated as much as possible. From this study, 

we found that the total power loss, coil resistance, FoM and η2/R were of minimum values at a track width 

of 14 mm, and that a coil with a track width of 14 mm has a relative high efficiency. Therefore, track 

widths around 14 mm are recommended to use in the design of a conventional transverse coil. It is hoped 

that this intra-gradient coil interaction study will be useful for future gradient coil design and analysis. 

6.3 Split gradient coils 

6.3.1 Methodology 

6.3.1.1  Gradient coils models  

In order to study the inductive coupling between split gradient coils in an MRI- LINAC system, we 

designed a series of split, whole-body coils including x, y and z coils. All coils were designed using the 

equivalent magnetisation current method [99]. In our numerical model, the coils were driven with a 

sinusoidal current at 1 kHz to produce a maximum gradient strength G0 = 10 mT/m within a 300 mm DSV. 

All coils were constrained to produce a 5% maximal deviation from the linear target field specified in the 

DSV. The gap width between conductors was set to 1 mm and a copper sheet thickness of 2 mm was 

chosen for the primary and shield coils, respectively. The parameters for designing the coils are shown in 

Table 6.2, and Figure 6.1a shows a transverse gradient coil used in this study. 

Table 6.2 Properties of the designed gradient coils 

 x-coil y-coil z-coil 

Material copper copper copper 

Conductivity (MS/m) 59.5 59.5 59.5 

Thickness (mm) 2 2 2 

Inner radius (cm) 31.2 31.7 32.4 

Outer radius (cm) 40.5 40.1 39.4 

Half length (cm) 69.78 69.08 68.05 

Gap size (cm) 50.45 51.85 53.9 

 

The coils were designed with a split cold shield made of aluminium and the stored magnetic energy of 

the coil-cryostat system was minimized in the design process [128]. Table 6.3 shows the cryostat 
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parameters. The resulting shielding ratio was 4% for all coils. We considered a realistic main magnetic 

field profile B0 (1 T) to balance the force and torque of each half coil.  

Table 6.3 Properties of the cryostat 

Material Conductivity 

(MS/m) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Radius 

(cm) 

Length 

(cm) 

Flange Radial 

Length (cm) 

Gap Size 

(cm) 

Aluminum 208 4 43.5 221.5 58.2 55.3 

 

A series of gradient coils, that included 16 split whole-body x and y gradient coils with different track 

widths, were designed to study the intra-coil eddy currents due to different track widths. The maximum 

track width of the x and y coils varied from 10 mm to 40 mm with an increment of 2 mm. The x and y coil 

always had the same track width in simulations. The z-coil was designed to a fixed width of 6 mm, since 

the z-coil is usually designed with narrow wires industrially. Figure 6.4b presents the assembly of the x, 

y and z gradient coils and Table 6.4 summarizes the main characteristics of the coils, where the coil track 

width is 40 mm for both x and y coils.  

Table 6.4 Main characteristics of the gradient coils 

 x-coil y-coil z-coil 

Inductance (µH) 89.14 74.37 106.67 

Resistance (mΩ) 37.38 21.62 134.20 

Cryostat Power Loss (W) 3.76 4.15 2.62 

Driven Current (A) 528.27 601.32 401.94 
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Figure 6.4 (a) example of x-gradient coil, (b) x, y and z-gradient coils assembly. 

6.3.1.2  Eddy currents simulation  

The extended multi-layer integral method (MIM) was applied to study the eddy currents in the 

surrounding passive coils due to the active x-coil [16]. The MIM is effective to study the skin and 

proximity effects of gradient coil conductors and the inductive interactions between the gradient coils and 

the surrounding conductors [16]. This method is based on the definition of a stream function [134] which 

is discretised on a triangular surface mesh. The stream function is interpolated using nodal basis functions.  

In order to obtain an accurate solution by considering the skin and proximity effects, the coil tracks need 

to be finely meshed along the conductor width [16]. However, in our study we did not mesh the conductor 

through the thickness (normal direction). Meshing the coil tracks introduces a considerable computing 

burden. With the consideration of the skin effect and non-uniform current distribution across the track 

width, the calculation of the effective resistance in (3) is modified as [146]: 

 DC
R Rk   (6.1) 

Where 𝐑𝐃𝐂 is the DC resistance, and k is the correction factor associated with skin factor, which can be 

calculated as [146]: 
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Where 𝛿 is skin depth.  

To further improve the computing efficiency and reduce memory consumption, in this work, we took 

advantage of the x, y and z symmetries of the gradient coil pattern, thus only 1/8 of the tracks were 

simulated. The x-coil was driven by a current, y and z coils were un-energized to investigate intra-coil 

eddy currents. Eddy currents in the passive coils were calculated for coils with different track widths at 

different frequencies. The parameters such as average power loss and harmonics generated by the coils 

were investigated to compare the eddy current effects generated by coils with different track widths.  

6.3.2 Results  

6.3.2.1  Eddy currents in passive coils 

One eighth of the coil assembly (x y and z gradient coils) was discretised to 40,000 nodes and 12 GB 

memory was required to model the coils. The transverse coils had a maximum track width of 40 mm and 

the z-coil had a fixed track width of 6 mm. The typical operating frequency of 1 kHz was considered. The 

computational time was 38 minutes for the matrix assembly and 28 minutes for finding the eddy current 

solution, using a workstation equipped with two Intel Xeon six-core X5650 at 2.66 GHz and 128 GB of 

RAM. 

Figure 6.5a describes the current density profiles in 1/8 in the passive y-gradient coil when the x-coil is 

active. This shows that high current density is induced near the central gap (see bottom of Figure 6.5a) 

and in the tracks overlapping with the active x-coil (the region with yellow edges). The current density in 

the passive y-coil is much higher than the cold shield (Figure 6.5b).  

The magnetic fields generated by the eddy currents over the cold shield and adjacent passive y and z coils 

were calculated. Figure 6.5(c) shows the real part of Bz field profile in the DSV along the x-axis. From 

this figure, it can be seen that the eddy-current-induced magnetic field in the passive coils is much larger 

than that produced by the cold shield, which is around 5 times. Thus, to ensure the gradient field linearity, 

eddy currents in the passive coils need to be investigated in both the system design and imaging phases.  
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Figure 6.5 (a) eddy current density in the passive y-coil when the x-coil is active, (1/8 of the y-gradient 

coil is displayed.) (b) eddy current density in the cold shield when the x-coil is active, (1/8 of the cold 

shield is displayed.) (c) real part of magnetic field generated by eddy currents induced by the cold shield 

and the passive y, z coils (whole coil).  

6.3.2.2  Intra-coil inductive interactions with changes of track width  

Figure 6.6 shows the relationship between the power loss and coil track width in the context of intra-coil 

interactions. Figure 6.6a shows that, when x-coil is active, the power loss in the passive y-coil increases 

with track width, even though coils with wider tracks have smaller resistance. This indicates that higher 

eddy currents are induced in wider tracks, which is especially noticeable for track widths larger than 

26 mm. Even at a frequency smaller than 1 kHz, the effect is already significant. Figure 6.6a demonstrates 

that the power loss dissipated by the passive z-coil is negligible when compared to the passive y-coil. The 

total average power loss produced in the x, y, z coils due to the active x-coil is shown in Figure 6.6c. It is 

interesting to see that, at frequencies higher than 1 kHz, the total power loss decreases to a minimal value 

around a track width of 24 mm. The total power in the coils with narrow tracks (around 10 mm) has a 

rapid increase with frequency, although the power loss in the passive coils rises steadily. Because more 

power loss is produced in the active coil with narrow tracks at high frequencies [16]. The total power loss 

increases with the frequency for wide track widths (30 mm to 40 mm) as well, but the reason here is that 

wider tracks produce more power in the active coil due to skin and proximity effects, meanwhile passive 

coils with wider tracks, generate more eddy currents and hence more total power loss is dissipated [16].  
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Figure 6.6 Average power loss when x-coil is active and y, z coils are passive, (a) passive z-coil, (b) 

passive y-coil, (c) total power loss in x, y, z coils. 

Conventionally, coils are designed to dissipate power by using wider track widths without the 

consideration of the surrounding passive coils. Owing to strong inductive coupling effects shown here, 

the influence of the neighbouring gradient coils has to be taken into account in the design process and in 

the analysis of gradient coil performance. This is because wider tracks produce more power in both active 

coils, due to skin and proximity effects, and passive coils due to intra-coil eddy currents. In order to reduce 

the power loss dissipation, a track width of 24 mm is recommended to design a split gradient coil.  

The intra-coil interactions impact the gradient coil performance, as shown in Figure 6.7. Here we studied 

the performance of the isolated x-coil, as well as the active x-coil surrounded by the passive y, z coils. We 

assumed that an isolated gradient coil was not surrounded by any magnetic field source (no other gradient 

coils were wrapped around the x-coil). The difference of the active x-coil (operating at a frequency of 

1 kHz) with surrounded passive coils and the isolated x-coil is compared to study the intra-coil eddy 

current effects.  

When the track width is 24 mm, the total power loss reduces to a minimum value of 7.115 kW (Figure 

6.7a). In presence of the passive coils, the inductance is smaller than the isolated coil, and the difference 

increases with the track width (Figure 6.7b). The efficiency of the active x-coil with the neighbouring 

passive coils reduces faster than the isolated x-coil for wider tracks (Figure 6.7c). The efficiency of the 

active x-coil with the passive y, z coils reduces by around 2.2% for a track width of 20 mm and 3.6% for 

a track width of 24 mm when comparing the case of an isolated x-coil. The figure of merit (FoM, defined 

as η2/L, where η is efficiency and L is inductance) reaches the peak value at a track width of 20 mm, and 

then reduces to a minimum at 30 mm, because of the decreased efficiency and inductance with track width. 

Another parameter, η2/R (the coil efficiency η normalized by resistance R) is also useful for the evaluation 
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of coil performance. In general, higher η2/R values indicates better coil performance. Accordingly, as 

shown in Figure 6.7f, the coil performance at a track width of 22 mm is the best in terms of the η2/R value.  

 

Figure 6.7 Coil performance comparison between active x-coil considering passive y, z coils and isolated 

x-coil,  (a) average power loss,  (b) inductance, (c) coil efficiency, (d) figure of merit, (e) coil resistance, 

(f) η2/R.  

The inductance is reduced by using coils with wider tracks, but this deteriorates the average power loss, 

coil efficiency, FoM, η2/R because of the increased eddy currents. The difference of the parameters with 

and without passive coils also increases with track width. The power loss reduces to a minimum at a track 

width of 24 mm, but is comparatively stable for values in the range of 20 mm to 40 mm. The efficiency 
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decreases with the track width and the FoM has the maximum value at a track width of 20 mm, while 

η2/R reaches the maximum at a track width of 24 mm. Synthetically, taking the power, efficiency, η2/R 

and FoM into account, track widths in the range between 20 mm to 24 mm are recommended to use for 

the design of split transverse coils. This is because narrow tracks smaller than 24 mm dissipate more 

power have lower FoM and η2/R, and coils with tracks wider than 24 mm have lower efficiency, FoM and 

η2/R. We also note that the evaluation of the gradient performance needs to consider the intra-coil 

interactions, otherwise it is inaccurate to calculate coil efficiency and FoM.  

In this study, we also evaluate the deleterious effects of eddy currents on the magnetic field in the DSV. 

The designed x-coil produces two main magnetic field harmonics: Gx, sin cosB r 
z

θ , and 

Z2X,  3r sin cos 5cos2 1B  
z

θ θ  , where  , ,r    is the position of the target point [147]. Gx is the 

amplitude of the z-component of the magnetic field along the x-direction and Z2X is the amplitude of the 

first non-linear term after Gx [147]. The field harmonics induced by the isolated coil were compared with 

that generated by the active and passive coils. 

As shown in Figure 6.8, the harmonics Gx,Z2X and the ratio of Z2X/Gx produced by the active x-coil 

and passive coils are higher than that of an isolated x-coil, and the difference increases for wider tracks. 

This indicates that the harmonics Gx and Z2X produced by the eddy currents in passive coils increase 

with the track width and the polarity is opposite to that produced by the active x-coil. Since Z2X produced 

by the x-coil and surrounding coils are smaller than the isolated x-coil, the non-linear terms of field 

inhomogeneity produced by the active x-gradient coil were reduced by the eddy currents in the passive 

coils. Z2X is reduced by 3.32%, 6.96% and 9.91% for track widths of 20 mm, 26 mm and 30 mm, 

respectively. However, at the same time, eddy currents in the passive coils are detrimental to the desired 

harmonics Gx. Gx is decreased by 2.2%, 4.4% and 5.6% for track widths of 20 mm, 26 mm and 30 mm, 

respectively. The ratio of Z2X/Gx is improved by the eddy currents in the surrounding coils, because of 

the faster decreased Z2X. Passive coils with wide tracks seem to shield the DSV from spatial field 

harmonics. However, the small improvement in the non-linear component of harmonic does not justify 

the decrease of desired harmonics, additional losses and the reduction of efficiency. In spite of slightly 

reducing undesired harmonics, this effect is unsustainable and uncontrollable. Our conclusion is therefore 

that eddy currents should be mitigated as much as possible.  
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Figure 6.8 The real component of field harmonics amplitude produced by isolated x-coil and by active x-

coil and passive y, z coils, (a) Gx, (b) Z2X, (c) Z2X/Gx. 

In this investigation, we merely studied the model active x-coil and passive y, z coils. During imaging 

however, two or more coils may be active in a complex temporal manner so larger intra-coil eddy currents 

will exist and the gradient coil performance may be more strongly affected. 
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6.3.3 Conclusion 

In this work, we analysed the inductive interactions between x ,y and z gradient coils in a split MRI-

LINAC system. Different driving frequencies and track widths were investigated in terms of the average 

power loss, coil performance and the amplitude of the field harmonics in the DSV. The study found that: 

the electromagnetic interaction induced magnetic field at the neighbouring coils is several times larger 

than that produced by the cold shield and the average power loss in the surrounding passive coils increases 

with the coil track width. The total power loss reduces to a minimum value at a track width of 24 mm and 

has a rapid increase with frequency for both wide tracks (30 mm to 40 mm) and narrow tracks around 

10 mm. Coil performance, with regard to efficiency FoM and η2/R, is degraded by the eddy currents in 

the surrounding coils, especially for coils with wider tracks. The harmonics produced by the passive 

gradient coils with wider tracks, around 40 mm, are larger than narrower tracks. Based on these findings, 

we suggest that for the split whole-body gradient coil set described herein, the coil track width should be 

between 20 mm to 24 mm and that intra-coil eddy currents should, in general, be considered in the 

gradient coil design process. 
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7. On the mitigation of cross-talk between gradient coils  

 

In chapter 6, the cross-talk between the gradient coils in terms of frequencies and gradient coil track widths 

in a conventional and an MRI-LINAC system was studied in detail. It was found that the cross-talk between 

gradient coils lead to a non-linear gradient field, which should be mitigated as much as possible. For this 

purpose, lamination was proposed to be applied to the gradient coil track sheets to reduce intra-coil eddy 

currents. The proposed configuration will be assessed by evaluating the coil performance and comparing it 

with the performance of the original coil structure without slits.  

Section 7.1 and 7.3 in this chapter are largely based on the journal article “Mitigation of Intra-coil Eddy 

Currents in Split Gradient Coils for a Hybrid MRI-LINAC System” accepted for publication by the IEEE 

Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, 2016.  Theses sections aim to mitigate cross-talk between split 

gradient coils. Editing has been mainly carried out in the introduction for the best coherence with other 

chapters.  
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7.1 Introduction 

The intra-coil eddy currents lead to a non-linear gradient field and thus cause image blurring during MR 

imaging, which needs to be mitigated as much as possible [122]. To reduce intra-coil eddy currents, litz wires 

may be used, however they are difficult to configure in transverse split-gradient coils with complex 

geometries and prove costly to machine into fiberglass tubes [131]. Some other solutions have been 

previously proposed to reduce the intra-coil effects, for example, by either reducing the coil cross-section, 

which is effective but causes the Ohmic resistance increase or by varying the conductor cross section only 

where the eddy currents are stronger [68, 148]. Another solution involves electronic compensation of eddy 

current effects, which locates the conductive element in close proximity to the gradient coils to compensate 

for the intra-coil eddy currents in the gradient coil assembly [143]. Lamination is also used as solution and is 
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usually adopted in the iron core of electrical machines [149, 150]. Lamination is implemented by assembling 

the magnetic core using thin insulated sheets of electrical steel lying parallel to the magnetic flux density 

direction. As a consequence, eddy currents can only flow within the thin sheets with a higher resistance in 

the individual lamination layers, thus reducing Joule loss in the bulk iron core [149]. Following this line of 

reasoning, in [139], gradient coils are made by composite conductors, which are formed by insulating 

adjacent layers or strips of thin conductive material. This laminated configuration is capable of minimizing 

the current flow between each of the conductive layers. Different from the proposal in [139], in today’s 

gradient coil engineering, the coils are usually designed with wide tracks at a thickness of about 2 mm to 

reduce coil resistance and save radial space. Wide tracks however, will lead to strong intra-coil eddy currents. 

In [143], Kinanen proposed to use electrically insulated layers and slots to further reduce inductive 

interactions between coils in open MRI scanners. In [151], Sementchenko used 1 mm width slits extending 

in the direction of current flow, for the purpose of reducing intra-coil eddy currents caused by the 

perpendicular flux component to the coil plane in an open MRI system. With an acknowledgement of the 

above efforts on eddy current reduction by means of coil reconfiguration, there is still a lack of comprehensive 

analyses of intra-coil interactions and the benefit of slitting the coil tracks in detail. In this research, we will 

fully investigate these issues through theoretical simulation and experimental validation.  

In this work, we propose a novel technique for gradient coil manufacturing that applies the lamination 

technique on the coil track sheet to moderate the eddy currents caused by the intra-coil effects [18]. 

Specifically, the coil tracks are slit longitudinally along the direction of current flow. This implies that the 

cuts have little influence on the current flow when the coil is energized, but can block the return path of the 

local eddy currents. In this work, we provide a detailed theoretical analysis of the benefit of coil track slits.  

7.2 Conventional coils 

7.2.1 Methodology  

Three gradient coils are involved in a full gradient set, but in this study, the gradient system was simplified 

to have only transverse x and y coils without the longitudinal z-coil for the purpose of reducing the 

computational burden. The x and y coils have the same properties as the coils in  

Table 6.1. The maximum track width of the x and y coils is 30 mm and the other parameters are the same as 

described in section 6.1.2.  
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Figure 7.1 The structural configuration of split x and y coils. 

In order to mitigate interactions between gradient coils and maintain coil performance, the coil tracks shown 

in Figure 7.2a were slit along the direction of the current flow as presented in Figure 7.2b. The sub-tracks 

(Figure 7.2b) have the same width. The magnetic flux through each sub-track is reduced because of the 

reduced area, thus mitigating the eddy currents in the surrounding coils. Then the coils were analysed using 

the MIM [108]. The performance of the coils without and with slits was compared and investigated.  

 

Figure 7.2 Examples of coil track with and without slits, (a) track without slits, (b) track with slits. 

7.2.2 Results and discussion  

Figure 7.3 compares the current density profile in the passive (un-energised) y-coil without slits and with 

three slits at 1 kHz and 10 kHz. The current density in the passive coil is significantly reduced by the slits 

(Figure 7.3b) at 1 kHz. Figure 7.3c compares the current density along the red line in Figure 7.3a and b, 
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where it can be seen that the current density in the passive slit coil is reduced by more than 85% in some 

areas, and the current density distributes more uniformly in the passive coil with slits. At 10 kHz, slits do not 

result in an obvious change to the current density in the passive coil except to reduce some peak values 

(Figure 7.3d–f).  

 

Figure 7.3 Current density in the conventional passive y-coil, (a) no cut (f = 1 kHz), (b) three cuts (f = 1 kHz), 

(c) spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in Figure 7.3 5a–b, (d) no cut  (f = 10 kHz), 

(e) three cuts (f = 10 kHz), (f) spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in Figure 7.3 

d–e (f = 10 kHz). 
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The power loss produced by the eddy currents in the passive coil with cuts is largely reduced at low frequency 

as shown in Figure 7.5. The power dissipated by the passive y-coil with one cut and four cuts was reduced 

by 50% and 90%, respectively, compared to that of the coil without cut. 

 

Figure 7.4 Average power loss dissipated by the passive y-coil for different numbers of cuts. 

Figure 7.5 presents the secondary field produced by the eddy currents in the passive y-coil with different 

numbers of cuts along the x-axis (-0.25 to 0.25 m) at y = z = 0. The secondary field produced by the intra-

coil eddy currents is reduced significantly by the slits, that is a reduction of 20%, 7%, 4%, and 2% for one to 

four cuts, respectively. This indicates that it is more efficient to use the pre-emphasis method to compensate 

the field generated by the eddy currents after slitting the coil tracks.  

 

Figure 7.5 Real part of the magnetic field produced by the eddy currents in the passive coil with different 

numbers of cuts. 
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Slitting the coil tracks reduces the peak values of the current density in the active x-coil as shown in Figure 

7.6e and f. However, the current density distribution in the coil tracks with three slits is slightly more uniform 

than the coils without cut at the parts that overlap with the passive y-coil. This is due to the fact that the eddy 

currents in the passive y-coil also generate eddy currents in the active x-coil.  

 

Figure 7.6 Current density in the conventional active x-coil, (a) no cut (f = 1 kHz), (b) three cuts (f = 1 kHz), 

(c) spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in Figure 7.15 8a–b, (d) no cut (f = 10 kHz), 

(e) three cuts (f = 10 kHz), (f) spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in Figure 7.15d–

e (f = 10 kHz). 
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Figure 7.7 illustrates the coil performance of the conventional active x-coil taking into account the 

surrounding passive y-coil with different numbers of cuts. The inductance increases after slitting the tracks 

in the active x-coil and the passive y-coil. However, the FoM, resistance, η2/R, power and efficiency are 

improved by slitting the tracks because of the consequent reduction of the eddy currents in the passive coils. 

Furthermore, the benefits obtained by slitting the tracks increase with the number of cuts. 

 

Figure 7.7 The performance of the conventional active x-coil considering the passive coil, (a) inductance, (b) 

resistance, (c) Figure of Merit, (d) η2/R, (e) average power loss, (f) efficiency. 
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7.2.3 Conclusion 

The eddy currents induced in the passive coil were effectively mitigated by slitting the coil tracks. The power 

loss dissipated by the passive y-coil was significantly reduced at frequencies lower than 7 kHz. The secondary 

field generated by the coil with four cuts in the coil track is only 2% of that produced by the coil without cut. 

The coil performance showed a significant improvement after slitting the coil tracks. 

7.3 Split gradient coils 

7.3.1 Methodology 

7.3.1.1 Gradient coil model 

A full set of gradient coils consists of x, y and z coils, but in this study, the longitudinal z-coil is not involved, 

because the intra-coil coupling effects are less than those of the transverse coils. The gradient coils were 

designed to generate a maximum gradient strength G0 = 10 mT/m in a diameter spherical volume (DSV) with 

a radius of 30 cm. The coils had a maximum track width of 30 mm and the minimum gap size between the 

tracks was constrained to 1 mm. The design parameters are shown in Table 7.1 and the coil configurations 

are shown in Figure 7.8. For a more detailed description of the magnetic structure, please refer to [44]. 

Table 7.1 Properties of cryostat and gradient coils 

 Cryostat x-coil y-coil 

Material Aluminium Copper Copper 

Conductivity (MS/m) 208 59.5 59.5 

Thickness (mm) 4 2 2 

Inner radius (cm) 43.5 31.2 31.7 

Outer radius (cm) N.A 40.5 40.1 

Flange radial length (cm) 43.5 9.3 8.4 

Half length (cm) 83.1 69.78 69.08 

Gap size (cm) 55.3 50.45 51.85 
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Figure 7.8 The structural configuration of split x and y coils. 

The magnetic energy generated by the cold shield of the cryostat was minimized during the design process 

of the gradient coils [79]. The gradient field deviation was kept under ±5% and the shielding ratio was 

constrained to 4% for both x and y coils [16].  

7.3.1.2 Slits and simulations 

To minimize the intra-coil eddy currents and avoid a reduction in the active coil performance, the coil tracks 

were slit along the direction of current flow (Figure 7.9a and b). All the sub-tracks in Figure 7.9b have the 

same track width. Figure 7.9b outlines the slit copper track, the red arrow indicates the direction of the current 

flow when the coil is active, while the blue arrows show the eddy currents flow when the coil is passive. For 

the slit tracks, the area of the individual sub-track is reduced. According to Faraday's law, the magnetic flux 

through each sub-track is lessened, therefore, the eddy currents can be reduced by the slit structure [152]. 

Additionally, each individual sub-track exhibits a higher resistance to the induced electro-motive force and, 

consequently, lower eddy currents. These two effects are synergistic in the reduction of eddy currents in the 

slit conductors.  
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Figure 7.9 Current profile, the red arrow indicates the direction of current flow in the active coil track, the 

blue arrows show the direction of eddy currents in the passive tracks, (a) track without slits, (b) track with 

slits. 

In this work, we assume that the total driven current is known for the active coil to generate the desired 

maximum gradient strength, but the detailed current distribution in the tracks is unknown. An extended Multi-

layer Integral Method (MIM) was used to study the slit gradient coils [28, 30] and obtain the current 

distribution information. This method discretises thin conductors with a surface triangular mesh and 

formulates the current flow problem in terms of the current stream function [30, 31]. The current density in 

each triangle is obtained by interpolation of the nodal values of the stream function. Each sub-track of the 

passive coil was meshed following an exponential decay in accordance with the skin and proximity effects 

in the passive coil. 

To determine the best slit strategies, we compared two different cutting schemes, complete cutting and 

adaptive cutting. In complete cutting, the tracks are cut along the entire track length. In adaptive cutting, only 

the hot spot regions on the coil tracks are slit. To realize this adaptive cutting, the current density in the un-

slit case is first evaluated to find regions of high current density values, and then the track is slit only where 

the current density is higher than a specified threshold (in this work, the threshold value is set to 5.0 A/mm2 

at a 1 kHz frequency, which corresponds to 5.6% of the maximum current density).  
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We studied the effect of the numbers of slits (cuts) cross the coil track on eddy current reduction. The x and 

y coils were always characterized by the same number of slits (cuts). A driving current with a frequency 

sweep ranging from 100 Hz to 10 kHz was applied to study the eddy currents in the passive coil and the 

performance of the active coil considering the passive coil.  

7.3.1.3 Experiment validation 

An experiment was set up to validate the proposed scheme for its effect on eddy currents. It compared the 

difference between the slit and un-slit coil tracks. Two spiral coils were made on both sides of printed circuit 

board (PCB) (Figure 7.10a and b). Each spiral coil had a track width of 2.2 cm and 5 turns. The spiral coils 

were manufactured in copper with an inner radius of 2 cm, an outer radius of 13.75 cm and a thickness of 

0.089 mm, with the distance between the two layers of spiral coils being 0.24 mm. The coils on two sides of 

the PCB were shifted 4.58 cm to simulate the transverse gradient coil configuration.  

An LCR-819 meter (GW INSTEK) was applied to measure the inductance and resistance of the spiral coils. 

Figure 7.10c shows the experimental set up. The clips of the LCR meter were connected to the copper wires 

welded to the white circular surfaces. The white circular surfaces were used to connect the spiral coils with 

the LCR meter or external wires and were silver coated to maintain a good conductivity. The copper wires 

and the clips were orthogonal to the spiral coils to avoid the coupling effects from the clips and wires. A 

voltage of 1 V with frequencies in a range sweeping from 100 Hz to 10 kHz was applied to one spiral coil, 

while the coil on the other side of the PCB was left un-energized. The inductance and resistance of the two 

sets of spiral coils were measured and compared with the results predicted by the MIM method.  
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Figure 7.10 Experiment, (a) spiral coils without slits, (b) spiral coils with slits, (c) experimental set up. 

7.3.2 Results  

7.3.2.1 Experiment result 

Figure 7.11 compares the inductance and resistance values obtained from the simulation and measurement 

in the range of frequencies 100 Hz to 10 kHz. In the simulation, the spiral coils with four cuts were discretised 

to 14,000 nodes and 27,064 triangles; it took eight minutes to finish the calculation for all frequencies when 
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using two Intel Xeon six-core X5650 (CPU, 2.66 GHz; RAM, 128 GB). For the case without cutting, the 

results at the low frequencies in Figure 7.11 show a strong agreement between the simulated and measured 

resistances. The difference of the resistance between the experiment and the simulation results increases with 

the frequency, which is about 10% at 10 kHz. The deviation between the measured and simulated inductances 

is about 3.4%. The resistance of the spiral coils with cuts is larger than the coils without cuts at low 

frequencies, but smaller at high frequencies. The inductance of the spiral coils increases with cutting. These 

comparative results demonstrate that the numerical simulation tool is accurate in modelling the intra-coil 

interactions. 

 

Figure 7.11 Comparison between experimental result and simulation result, (a) resistance, (b) inductance. 

7.3.2.2 Complete cutting  

A. Eddy currents in passive coils  
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The coils were meshed in accordance with the skin effect, so that the discretised nodes and triangles increase 

with the cut numbers and frequency. Based on a preliminary convergence study, one-eighth coils are 

discretised with 42,000 nodes and 78,530 triangles. The simulation was undertaken using Matlab 2014b and 

was finished in 90 mins.  

Figure 7.12 compares the current density in the tracks of the passive coil with and without cuts at 1 kHz and 

10 kHz. The eddy current density distribution in the passive y-coil at 1 kHz is reduced after cutting. Figure 

7.12c presents the current density along the red line in Figure 7.12a–b (with 0 ≤ θ ≤  𝜋/2, from the left to 

the right in the figures). The current density is reduced by nearly 70% and the eddy currents distribute more 

uniformly in the slit coil tracks.  

The eddy current density induced in the surrounding coils with three cuts is higher at 10 kHz (Figure 7.12e) 

than at 1 kHz (Figure 7.12b). Figure 7.12f compares the current density profiles in those coils with and 

without cutting. After three cuts, the peak current density values have been reduced, however, in the rest of 

positions, the current density profiles are altered up and down, causing nonlinear power loss alternations with 

respect to frequency (see the crossing point in Figure 7.13). 
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Figure 7.12 Current density in the passive y-coil, (a) no-cut (f = 1 kHz), (b) three cuts (f = 1 kHz), (c) 

spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in Figure 7.12 5a–b, (d) no-cut (f = 10 

kHz), (e) three cuts (f = 10 kHz), (f) spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in 

Figure 7.12 5d–e (f = 10 kHz). 
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The power loss shown in Figure 7.13 produced in the passive y-gradient coil increases with the frequency. 

The passive coils with cuts dissipate less power at low frequencies, but more at frequencies higher than 4 

kHz. At 1 kHz, the power is reduced by 40% for the coil with one cut and by 85% for the coil with four 

cuts.  

 

Figure 7.13 Average power loss dissipated by the passive y-coil for different cut numbers. 

Figure 7.14 presents the real part of magnetic field generated by the eddy currents in the passive y-coil at 

the 1 kHz frequency. The field is calculated along the x-axis across the DSV for y = z = 0. Compared to 

the coil without cuts, the magnetic field induced by the eddy currents in the passive coil with cuts is 

smaller, which reduces to 34.7, 14.4, 7.2, 4 % for one to four cuts, respectively. The linearity of the 

secondary field induced by the eddy currents in the passive y-coil is shown in Table 7.2. The field is 

calculated at all the sampling points of the DSV. The gradient field values show that the eddy currents in 

the passive coils produce a linear secondary field for all coils. The gradient and the magnetic field leakage 

ratios have been significantly reduced for slit coils, and the field offsets of all the coils are small enough 

to be neglected. 
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Figure 7.14 Real part of the magnetic field produced by the eddy currents in the passive coil with different 

cuts. 

Table 7.2 Field Linearity 

 Gradient (mT/m) Offset(mT) r2 𝜆𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 

0 cut -5.60e-4 -5.20e-8 0.9965 5.93 

1 cut -1.89e-4 -1.72e-8 0.9967 1.87 

2 cuts -8.07e-5 -7.32e-9 0.9967 0.78 

3 cuts -4.02e-5 -3.66e-9 0.9967 0.38 

4 cuts -2.24e-5 -2.04e-9 0.9967 0.21 

 

B. Active coil performance  

Figure 7.15 shows the color map of the current density distribution of the active x-coil without cuts and 

with three cuts at the 1 kHz and 10 kHz frequencies. The current density in the active x-coil with three 

cuts is slightly more uniform than that of the no-cut in some tracks at the 1 kHz frequency (the middle of 

the red line shown in Figure 7.15a and b). This is demonstrated by the current density distribution along 

the redlines in Figure 7.15c. The current density in the active coil without cuts has a larger peak value 
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and a smaller minimum value than the three cuts, and the current density is slightly higher at the cutting 

places. At a higher frequency, for example 10 kHz, this effect is more accentuated as shown in Figure 

7.15d–e.  

 

Figure 7.15 Current density in the active x-coil, (a) no-cut (f = 1 kHz), (b) three cuts (f = 1 kHz), (c) 

spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in Figure 7.15 8a–b, (d) no-cut (f = 10 

kHz), (e) three cuts (f = 10 kHz), (f) spatial current density distribution along the red line indicated in 

Figure 7.15d–e (f = 10 kHz). 
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Figure 7.16 The performance of the active x-coil considering the passive coil, (a) inductance, (b) 

resistance, (c) Figure of Merit, (d) η2/R, (e) average power loss, (f) efficiency. 

Figure 7.16 shows the trends of inductance, resistance, FoM, η2/R, total average power loss and coil 

efficiency of the active x-coil considering surrounding passive coils with different number of cuts. In 

general, the inductance, FoM and efficiency active x-coil increase with the cut numbers. Meanwhile, the 

differences for these performances increase with frequency. Compared with the coil with no cut, the 

inductance increases by 3.0, 3.8, 4.13 and 4.26% for the cuts numbered from one to four, respectively. 

Correspondingly, the efficiency increases by 8.5, 10.8, 11.6 and 11.9%, and the FoM increases by 5.7, 
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7.2, 7.8 and 8.0%. Furthermore, the η2/R is improved with coil cuts at a low frequency, which was 

improved to 22.2% for one cut and 45.7% for four cuts.  

7.3.2.3 Adaptive cutting vs completing cutting  

A. Eddy currents in passive coils  

The eddy current density in the passive coil with adaptive cutting shown in Figure 7.17 is similar at the 

cutting place to the complete cut in Figure 7.12. The power loss dissipated by the passive coil with 

adaptive cutting is similar to that produced by the complete cut, with differences comparable with the 

discretization error (Figure 7.17c). 

 

Figure 7.17 Eddy current density and average power loss in the passive y-coil with three adaptive cuts, 

(a) 1 kHz, (b) 10 kHz, (c) power loss. 

B. Active coil performance  

Figure 7.18 compares the performance of the active x-coil considering the passive coil with three cuts. 

The FoM, η2/R, total power loss and efficiency of the coil with adaptive cutting are slightly smaller than 

that of the complete cutting. The inductance, FoM, total power loss and efficiency have the largest 

differences at the 10 kHz frequency; these are 0.48, 1.46, 4.03 and 0.89%, respectively. The resistance of 

the active coil is nearly the same for the two different cut strategies.  
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Figure 7.18 The performance of the active x-coil considering the passive coil with three complete and 

adaptive cuts, (a) inductance, (b) resistance, (c) Figure of Merit, (d) η2/R, (e) average power loss, (f) 

efficiency. 

7.3.3 Discussion  

7.3.3.1 Experimental validation 

As shown above, the simulation and experimental results are closely matched, with a certain amount of 

deviation that might be caused by the manufacturing tolerances on cutting or measurement errors 

associated with the ultra-thin PCBs copper and other sources. In the spiral coils with slits, the material 
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removed to allocate the cuts decreases the equivalent cross section and, consequently, slightly increases 

the resistance of the coil. This is more evident in the experiment, where the track width is not much larger 

than the cut width. As soon as the frequency increases, the losses caused by eddy currents become 

predominant and the use of cuts becomes effective in the reduction of the equivalent resistance. 

Consequently, the resistance of the coil with four cuts is higher than that of the no-cut coil at low 

frequencies, but lower at high frequencies.  

7.3.3.2 Complete cutting  

As shown in Figure 7.12a-c, at low frequencies the current density in the passive coils with cuts is reduced, 

owing to the blocking of the return path of the eddy currents in the passive coils. With an increase in 

frequency, however, the skin effects in the passive coils become more apparent. This behaviour can be 

explained by the interaction between the skin depth and the dimensions of the slit track. Going from 0.1 

to 10 kHz, the penetration depth for copper with the properties reported in Table 1, ranges from 6.5 mm 

to 0.65 mm. For example, cutting the track into four parts means that the width of 30 mm is subdivided 

in four sub-tracks with 7.5 mm width each. This width is fairly similar to the skin depth at 100 Hz, but is 

much larger than that at 10 kHz. Consequently, at lower frequencies, two currents on the opposite sides 

of the sub-track interact with each other, leading to the combined-effect of loss reduction caused by area 

reduction and resistance increase, as introduced in Section IIB. On the other hand, at higher frequencies, 

the skin depth is much smaller than the sub-track width. Thus, the area reduction factor is effective, but 

the Ohmic resistance of the eddy currents does not increase significantly, because the skin depth is 

actually much smaller than the width of each sub-track and more edges are generated by the slits. 

Therefore, the current density is considerably spread over the complete sub-track width, as is appreciable 

in Figure 7.12f. Thus, the losses can be even higher in the passive coils with cuts than those with the uncut 

geometry. Fortunately, most frequency components in the gradient pulse are lower than 1 kHz.  

The secondary field produced by the eddy currents in the passive coils is significantly reduced by cutting. 

In addition, the secondary field linearity is improved. This indicates that the secondary field generated by 

the eddy currents in the passive coils can be compensated for by the pulse pre-emphasis method [124]. 

The current density in the active coil tends to be uniform in the cut tracks where it overlaps the passive 

coil tracks, this is resulted in by the orthogonal magnetic field generated by the eddy currents in the 
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passive coil. Additionally, the current density at the corners of the tracks with larger curvature tends to 

be more uniform because of the slit structure.  

The resistance increases with frequency, because of the reduced skin depth at high frequencies. The 

resistance reduces by cutting at low frequencies mainly because of the reduced eddy currents in the 

passive coil. The decrease of the resistance in the passive coil will lead to the decreased inductance in the 

active coil. Nevertheless, the inductance of the active coil increases faster with the number of cuts [150]; 

although the inductance is reduced by the decreased resistance at low frequencies, the inductance still 

increases with the cutting numbers. This behaviour can be explained by a lower mutual inductance effect 

between the two coils caused by the reduced eddy current path that, physically, leads to a higher apparent 

inductance as seen in the power supply side.  

The average power loss in the active and passive coils is reduced by the coil cuts at low frequencies, 

owing to less induced eddy currents in the passive coils with cuts and lesser resistance. The gradient field 

related coil performance FoM, η2/R and coil efficiency are improved, because the secondary field 

generated by the eddy currents in the passive coils is reduced by the cutting and the field direction is 

opposite to that produced by the gradient coil. In spite of the increment of the inductance in coils with 

cuts, the FoM is improved, because of the improvement in the gradient field. The inductance is increased 

by 3% for the coil with one cut, while the efficiency, FoM and η2/R increase by 5.7, 8.5, and 22.2%, 

respectively. Furthermore, the benefit increases with the number of cuts. Therefore, cutting the gradient 

coils improves the coil efficiency, reduces the power dissipation in the gradient coil set.  

7.3.3.3 Adaptive cutting vs completing cutting 

We studied the complete cut, because it is not biased for the specific choice of the cut length and the 

threshold of the eddy current density. Nevertheless, from the manufacturing point of view, the complete 

cut may lead to a mechanical weakness, so a less intrusive action can be adopted. The results shown in 

Figure 7.17 and 11 demonstrate that the adaptive cutting can be as efficient as complete cutting.  
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7.3.4 Conclusion 

In this work, we proposed a novel solution for reducing the eddy current effects induced by gradient coil 

intra-interactions. With a slit coil configuration, the average power loss and the impurity of the gradient 

field have been reduced over a large range of frequencies.  

It was found that, at low frequencies, the power produced by a passive coil with cuts is reduced, which 

results in the reduction of the total power. At the 1 kHz frequency, for the coil with four cuts, the power 

produced by the passive coil was reduced to only 15% and the secondary magnetic field was reduced to 

only 4% of those in the no-cut coil. Furthermore, the coil performance had significant improvement after 

cutting the coil tracks.  
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8. Conclusion  

 

The thesis investigates improvements to the MRI gradient coil technology, focusing on novel local 

gradient coil designs and eddy current management. To facilitate advanced brain imaging, an asymmetric 

head gradient coil is proposed and described in Chapter 4. In terms of the eddy currents caused by the 

rapid switching of the gradient coils, this thesis presents a series of comprehensive investigations 

(Chapters 5–7) with the intention to reduce eddy currents and improve gradient field linearity. It is hoped 

that the research in this thesis will assist in the development of a number of gradient coil systems including 

head coil inserts, conventional whole-body MRI and hybrid MRI-LINAC systems.  

8.1 Contributions and implications 

8.1.1 An improved asymmetrical head gradient coil design (Chapter 4) 

A new head coil configuration was proposed to improve the performance of the asymmetric coils. This 

coil takes full advantages of the characteristic features of the asymmetric configurations and 3D structure. 

In the new coil, the primary and secondary coils were connected at the patient end thus accommodating 

additional surface area for the current flow. The service end was open to provide access to the shimming 

tray, cooling pipes and so on. The simulation result indicated that, compared to conventional designs, the 

new head coil showed a significant performance improvement for both transverse and longitudinal coils. 

It is hoped that the proposed coil will be particularly useful in the design of asymmetric head gradient 

coils with limitations on both inner and outer radii.  

8.1.2 Skin and proximity effects in the gradient coils (Chapter 5) 

The skin and proximity effects between coil tracks were investigated in terms of coil geometry and driven 

waveform. The MIM described in Chapter 3 was extended to study the skin and proximity effects caused 

by different coil widths and frequencies and the extended method was validated experimentally. When 

compared to the experimentally acquired results, the extended MIM was able to accurately estimate the 

skin and proximity effects in the coil tracks. This extended method was then used to analyse the designed 

coils with different coil track widths. The results indicated that it was inaccurate to evaluate a coil with 
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track width using a filamentary coil or using uniform current density and that the track width should be 

considered carefully during the coil design process to get a trade-off between coil parameters.  

8.1.3 Cross-talk between gradient coils (Chapter 6) 

This part concerns the intra-coil eddy currents in the gradient coils which were neglected previously. To 

study the impact of the track width on the cross-talk between coils, gradient coils with different track 

widths were designed and simulated. The study found that the intra-coil eddy currents are more significant 

for wide tracks. In addition, an optimal track width of 14 mm was determined for conventional coils and 

a track width of 20 to 24 mm for split coils to improve coil performance considering intra-coil eddy 

currents.  

8.1.4 On the mitigation of cross-talk between gradient coils (Chapter 7) 

In order to reduce the intra-coil eddy currents, a novel solution of applying lamination to the gradient coil 

tracks was proposed. Specifically, the coil tracks were slit along the direction of the current flow to create 

a different number of sub-tracks. Compared with the original uncut coils, eddy currents induced in the 

slit coils were significantly reduced over a large range of frequencies. The findings in this work present 

that slitting the coils tracks is an effective way to mitigate intra-coil eddy currents and improve the coil 

performance, and is a practical approach to apply in both conventional MRI scanner and hybrid MRI-

LINAC systems.  

8.1.5 Implications 

This research has presented a series of original and creative research studies for asymmetric insertable 

head coil designs and eddy current reduction. In the various studies, the asymmetric head coil inserts had 

a relative small ROU, which results in substantial image distortions in head imaging. This thesis utilised 

the features of the asymmetric head coil configuration and designed a one-end-connect head coil (Chapter 

4). It is hoped that this novel approach will benefit techniques that need fast switching gradients such as 

EPI and other diffusion imaging. This thesis also conducted a comprehensive study of intra-coil eddy 

currents. As indicated in the various studies, eddy currents are one of the bottlenecks of the gradient coils. 

However, the intra-coil eddy currents have not been studied in detail in previous investigations of gradient 

coils. This thesis conducted a comprehensive study of the conductive coupling between the coil tracks 
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(Chapter 5) and the gradient coils themselves (Chapter 6). A coil track slit strategy has been demonstrated 

to be effective in intra-coil eddy current mitigation (Chapter 7). The studies in this thesis reduced the 

intra-coil eddy currents and are likely to improve the resolution of the images produced by conventional 

MRI scanners and hybrid MRI-LINAC systems.  

8.2 Limitations and future work 

Future work will mainly focus on improvements to and evaluation of the head coils (Chapter 4) and the 

implementation of the eddy current reduction strategies proposed in this thesis. Practical validation of the 

eddy current reduction strategy using slits (Chapter 7) will be of particular interest.  

8.2.1 Evaluation of the improved asymmetric head coils 

The one-end-connect head coils have theoretically proven they have improved coil performance 

compared to the conventional coils. However, patient safety issues such as PNS have not yet been studied. 

In future work, a detailed safety analysis will be conducted to ensure the new design of the head coil is 

patient friendly. Furthermore, as described in Chapter 4, the proposed one-end-connect head coil has 

larger minimum wire spacing than the separated coils and the wires are sparser because of the extra field 

contribution from the connected surface. This larger minimum spacing reduces the peak temperature in 

the gradient coils [137] and a detailed thermal analysis and testing will be undertaken to further 

demonstrate the advantages of the design. In addition, in [153], it was found that the connected coil 

emitted a lower acoustic radiation. In our near future work, the safety, thermal and acoustic properties 

will be fully evaluated for the proposed one-end-connect head coil and then validated with experiments.  

8.2.2 Evaluation of the slit coils 

The slit coils have demonstrated their capacity to reduce eddy currents and enhance coil performance. 

Slitting the coil tracks alters the current distribution in the coil tracks and mechanical structures, thus 

affecting heating, acoustic and mechanical strength, which will be evaluated in our future work. 

Consequently, the slitting strategy may also be improved for the purpose of temperature control, acoustic 

noise reduction and mechanical strength enhancement.  
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